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Team game
brought Romanian ,
Bradu to the
·
United States.
-SEE SPORTS. 13

·lHE STUDENT NEWSPAPER-SERVING UCFSINCE 1968 .

Bad taste
Knightcast's 'The
Manly Oracle' filled
. with gags ana .
hilariously
concocted stunts.
-SEE LIFESTYLES. 18

Kirlew exonerated of charges
BEN ))AIRD
STAFF· WRITER

,.
.•

Impeachment
charges against
Brian Kirlew
were dropped at
Thursday's
weeklrsenate
meeting.

.The SGA Senate decided Thursday
to cle,ar vire president Brian Kirlew of
impeachment charges allowing him to fin. ish the fin,al weeks of his term.
Senators decided to ~P the charges
that former presidential candidate Jeff

'JP will seroe final weeks -ofterm ·
Streep filed agrunst Kirlew ne,arly two
months agl) after Streep failed to appe,ar
at Thursday's senate meeting.
'streep's charges alleged that K:irlew
had provoked a demoID?tfation at~ senate

meeting, made slanderous remarks about

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity and insulted a
student by telling her to vote for him
because she was black.
The ·senate ultimately decided to

debate status
Of civil rights

NAT ALIE RODRIG'Ui~:z
CONTRIBl)TING WRITER

Equipped with signs maldngaccusations of animal cruelty,
members .of the Animal Rights .
Fbundation of Florida protested the 49th annual Bahia Shrine
Circus outside the UCF Arena ·
. this weekend in an effort to con. vinre circus-gl)ers to oonsider other
forms entertainment that do . not
exploit animals.
,
The ARFF, an animal rights
.group based in Pembroke Pines,
Fla., works to inform the public of
events where they believe @imal
cruelty occurs. The ARFF -alSo
sponsors legislation in Tallahassee
and individual cities to outlaw activities it says subject animals to inhu-

Homeland secunty seminar
addressed implications
ofpost-9111 safety policies
•

SHEYLA NIEVES
STAFF WRITER

'

JAB American troops fight for Iraq's freedom,.
some say American citizens are fighting a battle of
their own to preserve their freedo:tnS within the
United States. .'
.
More than 20 politicians and scholars debated
at the L-Ou Frey Institute Symposium last week the
question whether the war on terrorism has restricted Americans' civil liberties. .
More than 1,000 WQple attended the symposium
between Monday and Tuesday eager to he,ar key
state politicians such as Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer,
Florida Attorney General Charlie Crist,
Congressmen Tum Feeney, Ric Keller and John Mica
·- discuss the implications that safeguarding the nation
post-9/11 has had on American citizens, civil hberties
· '
and local and state gl)vernments.
Congressional leaders mostly spoke about the
difficulties they faced-when creating homeland secu7
rity policies.
·
The hberty versus security argument began as
early as the Civil War, Feeney said History demonstrates that the definitions or civil llberties changes
with time and ''what is reasonable as a search of your
body, or your automobile or your computer, changes
basaj on the threat of domestiG security," he said
Examples of safeguards that have been implemented include strict airport security that calls for
metal detector scans and se,arches. The 2001 Patriot ·
Act, aiso passed after ~ept. 11, expanded the federal
gl)vernment's powers of surveillance and detainment, allowing the gl)vernment to look at suspects'
business records and view Web site aptivity and monitor telephone activity.
Congressional leaders said although some
Americans, classify measur~s as too extreme, they
said the gl)vernment tries to design balanced policies.
Feeney acknowledged the effects extreme measures can have and recognized the need for lawmakers to act cautiousl:y.
PLEASE SEE

UCFopts to _

install wireless .
Internet access
BEN BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

Students at UCF will soon be able
to check e-mail, surf the Web or bid on
eBay from their classroom desks to the
Chemistry Green.
Come fall, UCF will become a completely wireless campus, allowing students to access -the Internet without
plugging in their computers from virtually any location on campus. Better yet,
the access will be free.
This
month
the
Student
Government Asso_ciation
allocated $136,000

Lawmakers ON 3

· Awlnnlna wave . ·

Kirl-ew oN 3

organize circus.
boycott at UCF

profe~sors
-.

·· LEASE SEE.

Animal activists

Politicians,
•

forgo further investigation because ~p
had not produced .any evidence that the
senate could examine.
,
':Jeff Streep didn't file any evidence
with us, and he was not here to present
the eviden e against Kirlew," · said
Legislative and Judicial Review

UCF Surf Club Ttn~hes first in East Coast Division.
-NEWS,6

mane treatment.

-

. Saturday, the Bahia Shrine
to help fund the wireless plan. These
Circus was the group's focus.
funds will be added to the $150,000
ARFF members claim the circus
already spent by UCf Central
has had history of animal abuse
Inforniation and Technology. SGA antic- .
incidents.
ipates UCF will chip in the remairiing
The animal rights activists .
. amount, about $94,000, to install the
protested outside the UCF Arena
$380,000 wireless network.
with signs and alleged video fooi:a@
"The goal is to provide .-wireless
access throughout all academic build- · · of behind-the-srenes maltreatment
of animals at circuses.
ings, widely used public areas, such as
ARFF member Bryan Wtlsoii,
the Student Union and Bookstore coffee
shop, the public spaces .in on-campus
PLEA~E SEE Big ON 8
residence halls and widely used outdoor
spaces," said Joel Hartman, UCF vice·

a

PLEASE SEE

Wireless ON 4

BREIT HART I

CFF

Animal rights a·ctivists displayed images of
abused and neglected animals outside the
Bahia Shrine Circus at the UCF Arena on
Saturday and Sunday. .

UCF FACl
The UCF Art Gallery is. shoW-

- casing works of graduating
students in the Visual Arts
Building until May 4. -

'

•

•

2003 New Beetle GL

Lease for $219 per month +
month~ fox for 48 months*

*leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes
-1st paymen~ 0 sec. deposit, togs, tit~e and license.
Jee sales person for detmls.
~

·-

-

-

•
*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. lnduaes
1st paymen~ 0 sec. deposit, tog~, tit~e and license.
.)ee sales person for aetmls. -
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Lawmakers:.Gov. 'ti.;ying ·to
:design ·balanced policies

Higher education
.around·the.nation

-

Prepaid college may bankrupt
1
·
Supporters of Florida's ·prepaidtuition program, the largest and most
financially sound in the country; are pre- ·
. dieting disaster if Republican leaders of
the state House succeed in letting univer- ·
sity tuition rise by up to 12.5 percent this
fall.
They warn that prepaid· contracts
could be priced out of the average family's
reach --.- with the cost of a contract doubling within a year....,.- and that more than
.one year of suc.~h increases could bankrupt
·
·
the program.
About 900,000 children have a pre. paid oontract that allows paregts of ali
income groups to pay current tuiti~n rates
regardless of when their children plan to
attend colleg-e. That's one.out of every four
children in the state.
· ·
More than half of those oome from
families with an annual income.. of less
-than $50,000. A fariiily ean now prepay the
cost of four years of universityfuition for a
newborn for about $8,200, or $64 a month.
But that could jump to $129, underthe
- House proposal,.ruxx>rding to prepaid-pro:
gram officials.
The prepaid program has a reserve of
$379 million, but the House budget plan
would eat up $169 million of that within the
first year. If the program runs into financfal trouble, the state will cover contracts
for students .within .five years of going to
college. Others ~ get their money back
with an unspecified amount of interest.
As state legislators wrangie over how
much to ral.se public university tuition this
- fall, thousands of parents through~q.t
Florida are worried that the cost of a higher education may ~n spiral out of their
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. Countries like Germany and
Israel, where soldiers with guns
are seen...at airports and in the
populace, ffi}emplify police states,
Feeney said "The sad fact of the
matter is if we're not careful,
America may be at that . point
where you're going to see police
officers with Uzis walking around
everywhere, [in] our schools~ our
churches our libraries ... which is
scary to me.'; ·
Local -officials' ·concerns
about the effects of Sept. 11 differeQ. from those presented by
congressional repres~ntatives.
After Sept. 11 local -gl:>vernments
had to improve security and put
anti-terrorism eme:rgBney units·
in place while ~yers ended
up footing the cost.
·~ priority for federal funding in Orlando focused on assuring that proper plarining and
training are in the hands of our
first responders and we have
4one that," Dyer said 'We've yet
'to see any federal funding related
to that."
Despite this fiscal b~en,
Dyer and the heads of three
Central F1orida law enforcement

,,

- WENDY

WONG.:KEN I CFF

Congressman Tom Feeny spoke.at last week's Lou Frey Institute Symposium on homeland security, held in the Student Union. ·

agencies said 9/11 created better
communication lines, not only at
the loeal level, but also between
federal and local agencies. ·
. Before, local agencies sent
information to the FBI for example and receiVed little or no information in return, said Breyard
County Shefiff Phil Williams.
'The police chief had his
kingdom and th'e fire chief had his
kingdom .... and the elected offi-

cials had their kingdoms and
never really talked a whole lot,"
said 'Winter Park Fire Chief
James White.
While most of the speakers
assured audience members that
·they were careful to safeguard
Americans rights, Orlando resident Andrew Mason said he
doubted the congressmen's concerns about preserving cfyil hoorties.

"While they're'-~ ~ut
preventing a police state, they
have one hand behind their back
doing it," he said
Besides Florida officials,
civic organizations like- the
American Civil Liberties Union
and professors from UCF spoke
at the symposium. Two of the 11
panels focused on·civil liberties, ·
while six addressed different
aspects of homeland security

reach.

The senate is proposing a 7.5 percent,
across-the-board increase. The House has
~ suggested- universities be allowed to set .
their own t.Jlltion increases, up to 12.5 percent, vvb.ich.would cost the average student
_ about $220 more a year.
When Gov. Jeb Bush issued 1iis budget recommendations to the Legislature in
Januruy, he suggested an across-the-board.'
tuition increase of 7.5 percent and then up
to 5 percent more t~t could be levied by ·
the individual universities.

..

KirleW v0:ws·t(rrun

for·20Cl4.· p~e~ideiicy
...

.

FROM PAGE
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Chairman Tyler Van Voorhees, who conducted the impeachment proceedings.
No Americans allowed
Fburteen vice chancellors · in India,
"No evidence, no impeachment, :p.o
critical of ''.America's aggression on Iraq,"
nothing. Let's move on," Van Voorhees
said
.
have agreed that their universities will
boycott all educational programs sponStreep said that he oould not attend
sored or financed by the Am~rican and_
'Thursday's senate meeting due to a prior
·British governments. The decisiOn has
commitment lie had with the Pi Kapp11
already led .to the cancellation of an elecAlpha fraternity.
.
"I didn't show up to the senate meettronics co:riference that was schedu1¢ for
later this month at the l[niversity of North
ing because I had some fraternal obligaBengal. : .
. .
. .
tions which I felt were more important
' than attencling the senate meeting," he
Pijush Kanti Saha, vice chancellor of
'said
.
.
the University of North Bengal, said the
·Streep admitted he was unable to
administrators oi all 14 universities in ·the
Indian state of West Bengal were uniting-to
gl:lt the evidence he needed to proceed
with the case, which included a videotape
protest the invasion of Ir~.
Some individual universities in the
from a senate meeting Where a group of
state have taken even.bolder steps. Faclllty
·· 13tudentsi who support~ Kirlew; caused a
demonstration forcing senators to
members of .Jadaypur University, in
Calcutta, signed a letter stating they·will
adjourn early.
refuse to participate in all American gov"I tried gl:lttingvideotape of the senernment projects, and will even turn down
ate meeting, and I guess it had ~n
coveted U.S.-financed -scholarships · and
·erased or taped over," Streep said He
exchange programs.
said he would not challenge the senate's ·
Last month, more than 100 professors
decision to absolve Kirlew.
at Jam.Ul , Millia Islamia, in New Delhi,
. · "He o!JlY has a couple more weeks
angry over the war in Iraq'. signed ~ ~ti- · · · in office, so rve decided to !et him finish.
out his term," he said
KirleW has maintained for the last
PLEASE SEE. Cuban ON. 9
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No evidence, no
impeachment,
no nothing.
Let's move ·on.
-TYLER VAN VORHEES
SGA Judicial review chairman ' -:. t.

two . months that Streep's -allegations
were unfounded and politically motivated.
.''This is a chapter of UCF history I
wish wouldn't have happened, but it was
resolved in a manner I think was appropriate," he said ·
.
"Fbr those individuals who saw
impeachment as a way from keeping an
individual from becoming student body
president, I hope those individuals do not
make that same mistake again," Kirlmy
said ''I will be here come the 2004 presidenruil election, and I guarantee I will not
let this ever happen to me again." -

on recognition~
MIKE RIEGE.L
STAFF WRITER

There are times, however, when the
attention is not so positive. Stemming
from her tenure as director of media.relations at the University of Florida, Gray is
very_aware that handling negative public-: ,
ity is sometimes an _integral part of her
occupation.
·
. ."When there were five serial murders
at UF. there were hundreds of media on
camp~s .M.u.. dozens ·0f remote satellite
tl'.ucks [for. live broad~sts]."
·
While her staff here at UCF has yet to
encounter. a similar. barr_age_of attention
from the pres·~; .Gray s8.id~ .Qer office will
field anywhere ff.om 25-to 10el calls from
media outlets on a normal day. "Someone
has'to be available to answer those questions~ " she said
UCF professor Hussam Jabara's
recent arrest was one of the first contro- versial .incidents Gray has handled at
UCF. Orlando Sentinel reporters, among
others, called Gray's office in search of the
university's official response to his arrest.
Gray'_s and her staff also make outbound calls and e-mails to alert media
outlets about the outstanding achieve- .·_
ments of UCF faculty, st1J:dents and alum- ·
ni. After· the war in Iraq began, media
relations sent a list' of UCF professors that
PLEASE SEE
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Wireless network-to .complete :'by .fall
I

FROM PAGE l

provost
for
Information
Technology a_nd Resources.
The wireless infrastructure
has been in the works for the p_ast
· three years. Hartman said the universitY .eventually decided to
install wireless· access every_where because the few loeations
on campus that do have wireless
access have proved fo be very popular and effective.
Wireless Internet access is
currently available in the com. pletelywireless UCF library, where
laptops can be checked-out, and in
the Student Union, where wireless
connections allowed SGA officials
to set up laptops for online vating
during th~ SGA elections.
Once the wireless system is in
place, students will .be able to
access the Internet free of charge
after registering on the UCF network the same way students living
on campus currently do. To go
wireless, students need an 802.111?
• wireless access card or an internal
adaptor that are ·now common
built-in components of new lap. tops.
While the wireless network
TlFFANY REJ>ECKI I CFF
will extend to most areas on cam- Digital media student Marc Palestina frequently uses the wireless Internet offered on campus, such as the food court inside the Student Union. Coverage may soon include outdoor areas.
pus, UCF-affiliated housing, such
..
as Pegasus· Pointe and Pegasus Hartman srud.
lot more potential'."
''While cellular phone inter- mail," the report said.
Landing, will not have access to
. While many universities ruption in the classroom can, to
Senior Own Sokolof sees the
The EDUCASE report notes
the same wireless connection . across the state are experiment- some extent, be managed, the dis- 'merit in the argument but does that, so far, distractions fa the
because they are not .served by a ing with their own wireless net- traction of inco:miiig e-mail may be not _believe most students will be · · classrooms have not been a cause
UCF campus network.
works, The EDUCAUSE Center a greater challenge. Students distracted by the technology.
for major concern. The report
"For security reasons, we for Applied Research issued a using laptops dliring class may be ·
"It could help sfudents in the states that only about 21 percent
cannot provide wireless access in report that wireless connections taking notes, but access to a wire- · fufure when students could be of institutions noted problems
locations not directly served by ill classrooms may serve as a dis- less LAN makes it possible for required to have a laptop [for with students accessing non-pertithe UCF campus network," traction to students.
them also to l!ead and send &- class], "he said. "It gives classes
·nent content during class.

a

· Employment Opportunity
City of Pembroke Pines Charter High

School 2003-2004 School Year
Pembroke Pines Charter High School is
adding an addttional 350 students!
.. CERTIFIED TEACHERS
ARE NEEDED ~N THE
FOLLOWING SUBJECT
AREAS:
•ENGLISH
•SPANISH
•COMPUTERS
• ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
·• HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCES
(lASSES CAPPED AT 25 STUD NTS •STUDENT. UN.IFORM~/ID BADGES

6 COMPUTERS IN EVERY C_lASS • FULL .BENEFITS/RfTIREMENT PACKAGE
TEACHER SAlARIES EQUAL TO OR HIGHER THA.NBROWARD COUNTY

~UnlvCf>;ity
central
of

. WWW.DCE.UCF.Eo·u '

Florida

ANNOUNCING NEW CLASSES FOR
TEST PREPARATION

GRE Test Preparation .Course
8-week Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m ..to 9 p.m.

UCF Research Pavilion: May 5 -=-- June 30
UCF Brevard: June 3 - ·July 22
UCF Research Pavilion: June 5--: July 24

.
.GMAT Test Preparation Course
.

8-week Test Review Course - $350
.

.

6 p. m. to 9 p.m.

UCF _
R esearch Pavilion: June 2 - .J uly 21
UCF Resear~h Pavilion: June 4 - July 23

LSAT ·Test Preparation ·Course
4-week Test Review Course - $299
6 p.ni. to 1O p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion: May 13 ;_ June ·3
C)

RESUMES MAY BE.SENT ·TO: .

PEMBROKE .PINES CHARTER HIGH SCHOOL
17.189 SHERIDAN STREET-'
PEMBR~KE PINES, FL 33331

Math Reviewfor Standardized

"'fests (N_e wl)

6-week Test Review Course - $299*
6 p.m. to g ·p.m.
UCF Main .Campus: June 2 - July 7

*$199 for those enrolled. in concurrent t~st prep classes

or FAX RE.SUME TO: 954-538·3715
Individuals with disabilities reQuiring accommodation
must contact the Charter High SchooL
The ~ity of Pembroke Pines is on EOE ond ~ Drug Free Work Place ·

To register; visit our website at www.dce.uc~.edu
Or, call (407) 882-0260 for additional information.
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KATIE FLATH I CFF

UCF's media relatio(\S department makes outbound calls and sends e-mails to alert
media outlets about the outstanding achievements of UCF faculty and students.

UCF's media relations

smallest in the state
FROM PAGE

..
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could offer educated insight
into the different aspects of the
war.
But do these efforts yield
tangible_ results? Freshman
Leah Benjamin; 18, thinks so.
"I've always been interested in engineering, and I've read
a few different articles abOut
how UCF has a quality engineering prograin."
Positive media attention
was one. of the reasons
Benjamin decided to attend
UCF, she said.
Media relations is a worthy
~ndeavor· for a university to
invest in, Gray said, and UCF
has a·cost-efficient department.
''When I was at UF, I had a
staff of 22 full-time employees
and 20 part-time employees [in
media relations]," she said.
"Here, I've got_ four full-timers
and two part-timers.
Last year's media relations budget ~t UCF was
$387,500, less than what the
three other major universities
- UF, Florida State and
University of Miami - spend
on their media relations departments.
"I don't think anyone can
accuse UCF of spending 1too

much on media relations," Gray
·
said.
But not everyone · consid- .
ers medja relation departm~nts
a priority in the education sys- _
tern.
Recently; the state's education department announced an
expenditure of $700,000 for its
public relations department.
, This move has raised the eye. brows of critics and parents in
both Broward County; where
schools can't afford summer
courses, and in Palm Beach
where most teachers have
resorted to buying their own
classroom ·supplies ·due to a
lack of funding.
'1\llocations for public relations must be weighed against
the context of informing the
public about what UCF does,"
said Rosie Webb Joels, vice
president of the UCF chapter of
the United Faculty of Florida.
James Katt, instructor in
the School of Communication,
agrees with Gray's assessment.
The public nature of the
university and its massive size
are essential reasons for maintaining a public relations
department, he said.
· "The public already has an·
image of [UCF], and we should
try to mold it," he said. -

Graduate education has come of age at UG·
students now have an organization to call their,.
-GS.A is registered with the Student Gove.rnment
Association, and our purpose .is to rep'r esent your interests,
~nd enri~h your educational arid professional experience.

Join -GSA and help us provide a
·,: voi.c e for graduate students at UCF .
.

{

'

.

·v isit our website at

for information about events,meetings," and how to join the
Graduate Student Association.
KATIE FLATH I CFF ·

Each year, UCF spends about $3 million on public relations-related work, according to
the vi'e p~esident of University Relations, Dan~olsenbeck.

6 •News

Fee~ing

Sad or Blue? . ·
Fatigued or Tired All The Ti~e?
Lacking· Motivation? .
,
.
· Losing Interest in Activities You Used To Enjoy?
Feeling -Less Productive-At Work or Home?
You may be suffering from the medical illness of Depression . Dr. Andrew Cutler is currently se.eking people showing sighs
of depres_sion. to participate in a clinical .research study.
Qualified participants will receive· dll study-related .medical
care and -research medications .,a t no cost.
Compensation for time and travel is available.
_If you would like more information about this important
medical research study, please call us today.
Appointments are available today.

BREIT HART I

Todd Frazier took second place in the men's short board contest at the National
Scholastic Sumng Association Eastern Championships earlier this month.

CFF

·

Surf team rides
winning wave
UCF's win qualifies the 28member team for the National
Championships in June at the
Wrth eleven individual hon- Lower Trestles in San Clemente,
ors anq a t.eam championship, th~ · California.
UCF Surf Club.once agam prove<}
· Wmiling the NSSA East
its East Coast dominance when it Coast Championships brings us in
captured top honors at . the the spotlight as a real team for
National · Scholastic Surfing UCF and -makes us :the level to
Association
·
Eastern beat on the East Coast, said Surf
Championships earlier this month. Club Vice President and 'Tham
This plared the UCF Surf Club in Captaill Chris McCan.
first place in the · East Coast
UCF surfers claimed four-of
Division.
the top five spots in the men's
'Wrnning this tournament _· short board contest: Tyler Hoover
means that we are still the best col- . captured first, Todd Frazier took
lege team on the East Coast, <X>n- . second, Dan Guthrie seized third .
tinuing our wiI)ning tradition for and Chris Fbuntain finished fifth.
the fifth straight year," said Surf
'IWo UCF surfers captured
Club president Dave Kansagor.
two of the top three finishes in the
' UCF'sSurfClubhasbeenritl- women's shortboard contest.
- ~high for nearly 30 years, With Lauren McClean won first and
trophies displayed in Millican Haff Jackie Cook earned third place.
that date b~ to the 1970s.
-Irr the men's longboard diviLast year they plared 12th m sion. ~ Reeves seeured a soo. the country and in 2001 they ond-place finish, Kenny Richards
plared two teams among the:top took third and Chris Mc{Jann fin10 in the nation.
~ed fourth.
But this year's win in the_inviKenny Richards became .
tation-<>nly tournament, while Conference Champion in· the
brought more than. 400 of the . men's longboard comi)etition and
regio!!'s best surfers to Sebastian Josh Hoilman becarrie Conference
Inlet in Central_Flori~ was no. Champion in the body board comless gratifying than their past Vic-: petition.
tories.
Since surfing is not considCOmpeti.ngin the tourliament ered an official sport at UCF, the
were schools from as far away a8 Stirf Club pays foi: much of its own
Vrrginia, Puerto Rico: and the equipment, training and competi.: ·
. Dominican Republic and neigh- . tionfeeswiththemoneytheyraise
· boring .sclrools such · as Florida through. monthly parties and conAtlantic Uni:Versity, Florida State certs at. the Liquid Cellar. ".
University and the University of
Their next ' conoort will be ·
Florida. Despite disappointing held Saturday April 19 -at the
waves of only 2 foot gtass ~th 3 LiquiQ. Cellar. UCF Surf Club meetfoot sets, the t.eam from UCF fin- ings·are held eve:ry Wednesday at ·
ished the first day ahead by 7. 9'p.ni. at Underground Bluz, locatpoints and staved off' their oppo-. ed between the Liquid Cellar and
nents to capture the title. University Sl;ll'f & Skate.·_
LINDSEY ELLERBACH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER..

You do the math.

Take 10%

off

an.y_of your .favorite

Atlanta Bread Company foods · when
you show your Student ID. Try a
breakfast sandwich and a latte or a
cafechillo ... come by for breakfast,
lunch. or dinner and ·enjoy some soup;
a salad,

BAl<ERY CAFE

a sandwich or everi a panini:

WE CATER. SMALL and LARGE GROUPS!
Come visit us: ·

AT&T
Wireless

Waterford
· Town Center

-,

Waterford Lakes
330 North A'lafaya Trail
Orlando, . ~L "32828 ~
Phone 407.382;1506
Fax 407.382.1507
Mon-Thurs 6:30am-9pm
Fri-Sat 6:30-lOpm · ·
Sun 7am-8pm
* Offer valid only at Waterford Lakes location.
Offer expires 6/30/03. Not valid with any other.offer.

·1i

'.

I

FREE LEGAL SERVICES

STUDENT

LEGAL
SERVICES

PAID A SECURITY DEPOSIT? WANT IT BACK?
Losing your security deposit or being overcharged for damages
at rentals around UCF is quite common. Here are 5 steps to
. "secure" a chance of getting some or all of your deposit back
and not be overcharged:

v7 READ
o- Look at your lease-before you move out,
espeGially any.addendums about the sectirity
deposit. Do all steps required precisely
.(cleaning carpets, turning in keys, for-warding
address, e~c.)
. , . .,
./ PICTURES
o After you move out your belongings and clean;
take dated photos of your apartment induding
bedroom, bath,and colllinon areas, ~ven the -.
inside and outside of cabinets and appliances.
Photograph all furnittire that was provided by
the landlord.

... ~-------~_.;,.
• ,;w_· .. :a

./ PAPER
o Do a move-out inspection with the landlord, or at
least, get a GOPY of your move-i~. inspection sheet -·
before you leave.
./ KEYS & ADDRESS o Get a dated receip -~>r turning in your keys, or mail
them by certified mail. Do NOT ever leave your keys
in your apartment when you move out. Avoid using a
drop box to return them, if possi~le ..
o

Leave your forwarding address, in writing. Be sure
it is noted in your lease file, ·or· mail it to the _landlord
· within 30 days after you move out, by certified mail. _

./ WRITE BACK -,
o

If you receive a letter from the landlord about your
security deposit after you move out_, write back wit~
your specific objections to each charge within 15 days
after you ge_t their letter. Send it by certified mail. . -

For more info, or if you have problems, call 407-823-2851 to set up an appointment,
or visit Student Resource Center room 155 Monday - Friday 8am-5pm
Funded hr .4cth·irr & Sen'icc Fee through the Student Gm·ernment Association
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Big problems ·under the big top
FROM PAGE
dres~ in

1

a clown outfit beating a

drum, provided the most distin-

guishing sound of protest. A sign
- taped to his back read: "Beat
drums, not animals."
·
'l\nimals are forced 'to perform sill~ meaningless triCks. for
entertainment dollars," he said.
'l\s much fun ru;; the circus· .
may seem to be for people, it is.no · ·
fun for the animals;" said Wilson,
vvho becarrie an arumal activist in
1996 after seeing a slaughterhouse
video.
. . The fight for animal rights
BREIT HART I CFF
attracted students as well, including junior Eryn Stu~. Stuart, 20, Activists greeted circus-goers with eye-catching protests before and after the show.
· became interested in combating
_animai abuse after rese.archingthe ,responsible for the anirrial perform- Center would not confirm or deny
topic.on the Internet.
ers in the Balµa Shrine Circus, was the accusations of aniinal negiect.
"Elephants are our main con- cited at le,ast three furies by the
"Tb,ey have their own opiniQn,
cern b~use they are socially USDA for animal neglect.
and we have ours," said ·Jerry
structured .creatures in the wild,"
In December 2000, USDA HigIDSon, president of the Shrine.
she said "I don't-understand-how investigators cited the qircus for
Other circus officials said the
people can be tearing apart a fami- failing to provide adequate veteri- · profits ben.efitted charitable orgruily structure like that and think it's nary care.
· izations, including the Shriners
alright." .
,
Eight months earlier, an ele- Hospitals for .Children, vvhich pro- ARFF considers a circus boy- phant in the circus 'ested positive · vide free orthopedic and burn care
· cott the most powerful weapon for tuberculosis. In February 1999, to children under 18.
against animal cruelty.
an elephant in the circus rampagBd
The circus is here mainly -to
Wilson believes circuses use through the audience causing help the community by brln.ging
animals bicause they cost less panic and injury.
·
them to the show; specifically to
than human performers.
.
"If tIJ.ey did care for the ani- . entertain the handicapped, said
Animals do not get.paid to per- mals, then ·these animals would be Candy Gillespie, a Shrine Qircus
form, and their food :· costs little, - getting .better veterinary care," staff member.
Wilson said
Wilson said
Wilson was skeptical _. ,
. Wl1.son points to U.S.
But what troubles AARF
Alot of people believe they are
Department of Agticulture reports members most is the tools that the doing a good thing, but the money
- that have documented circuses trainers use on the animals to force · -that is raised does not necessarily
who have provided improper vet- them to perform. An example is the help the hospitals; instead it goes to .
erinacy care to their-aniJ:nal per.: bull hook,vvhich is used to train the the Shriner organization, he said
formers :______ as pro'of that animals elephants. Trainers also use vvhips
·are ~gularly abused in circuses. on horses and elephants.
-STAFF WRITER K4TRINA HAMMER
The Royal Hanford Circus, which is
Members of the Bahia Shrine
CONTRIBUTEDTO THIS REPORT
f
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College of Business·Administration ·
Eareer Panel
~resented

by'the College·of Business
-

'

·Fri<;lay, April 18, 2003
10:00 AM to 2:00 PM
Location:

·Bu~iness Administration Atrium ·

Do .you want to know what you can.do with
-·your degree when you GJiADUATE? - Want _the opportunity ~o NETWORK .
, with ·f~OFESSIONALS· w-~thin your major~
_.,
.) hen you ~ant to.attend the
.-c oLLEGE:OF.BUSINESS CAREER PANEL
--

Sponsored by the College ofBu.siness Administration
. Career Resource Center
' · .
Divi~iop QfStµ~~nt Developmentand EnroHmenfServices
'-:I

-
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You have~

Gllban government
attacks librarians.

io housing •••

-

(.

Choose .wisely.

FROM PAGE .3

f)

watchingfor signs of how those in
· academe could play a role in the
tion vowing·to boycott U.S. and research-and-development ·
B:r:itish government . prograrµs · efforts of the new agency.
and events. They also said they ,
McQueary, who was con.would not allow officials from the firm~d this week as head of the~ '
United States or Britain on the department's science-and..:techunfyetsity campus. ,.nology division, provided th~
· Because the faculty protest House
Appropriations
at Jamia Millia was not sane- Subcommittee on Homeland
tioned by university officials, the Secmity with a detail'oo budget
move was considered-to be larg"&- request for the 2004 fiscal year.
· 1y symbolic. The boycott called ·
McQueary's unit will adillin- for by the viee cb.ancellors in West ister the bulk of the department's
Bengal,-however, is expected to research-and-development funds
have more teeth.
to both universities and corporations. Included in his request is
Boo.k bondage . .
.
$1b-million for homeland-seeuriThe Cuban government's ty fellowships and ~ersity procontjmiing crackdown on politi- grams..
_cal dissidents has dealt serious
McQueary said the departblow to the. independent-library ment will· establish university
mvvement on the island, ·which centers to aid in the homelandhad become a key source of infor- sectlrity research-and-developmation for Cuban scholars since ment effort. However, he did not
1ts emergence in 1998.
provide details on how those cen- More than a dozen in.de- ters ·would be chosen or how
pendent librarians were among much m,oney eaCh would receive.
the 36 dissidents sentenced ·on
Rep. Martin 0. Sabo, the sen.Monday to prison terms of 12 to . ior Democrat on the subcommit27~ years, according to Gisela tee, .asked why Congress should
Delgado, . director of· the library support a homeland-security felmovement. The dissidents were lowship program that is relatively_
cqnvicted of·''working with a for- small, when similar programs at
eign power to unftermiJ!e the gov- other agencies are much largBr. .
· ernment," a reference to their
McQueary, a former defense
close relation.Ship with American . contractor who received a fellowdiplomats on the island.
ship
from
the
National
· The U.S. hiterests-Section in Aeronautics . and
Space
·Havana h3$ openly supported the Adriiinistration early in his
independent libraries, providing _career, said the department
them with thousands of books · wanted to see how heavy demand
over the past four years.
was for ·the program. and, if necD€lgado said there were 102 essary, would return to the sub- ·
libraries operating throughout committee -seeking a larger
Cuba, most consisting of small amount in the future. Since the
book collections in the backroom _appropriations process for the
of someone's house. The libraries 2004 fiscal year will not_end until
are viewed as a threat by the after the 2003-4 academic year
Cuban g0ve:mment since many has begun, the fellowships prohouse political books and jou:r- · -gram would probably not be in
nals that are not available in pub- place until the following year.
- lie libraries and which it deems
Much of th~ science-andcounter-revolutionary.
. technology division's efforts have
The movement's founders, focused on assessing the govern.Berta Mexidor and Ramon Colas, ment's current homeland-securiboth former ·university profes- ty capabilities and determining
sors, fled to Miami last year, the breadth of existing federally'
claiming tiarassment by Cuban financed research projects releauthorities. But until last month, vant tp homeland security that Cuban officials had mostlyleft the are administered by other agenmovement alone.
cies, like the National Institutes of
. The government. says the Health. and the Department of
hbrarians were arrested for their Energy. ..
·
political activities, not because of·
·To that end, McQueary
their book collections. But critics detailed how the agency would
cite the routine seizure of books spend its requested $803-million
intended for the libraries . as ·a research, development, testing,
sign of the government's discom- ·evaluation, and demonstrations
fort over the movement.
·
budget. The ·new department .
·requested $365-million for biolo~
· _Homeland security priorities
ical countermeasures, $137-mil-:
The U.S. Department of lion for radiological and nuclear
Homeland Security pla.Ils to offer countermeasures, $90-miliion for
- . . fe:P,owships to graduate students, threat and vulnerability tests and
Under Secretary Charles E. assessment, and $55-milli6n for
· McQueary told members of ·a chemical countermeas'ures..
House of Representatives comThe department plans to
mittee at a hearing last spend about 10 percent of its total ·
Thursday.
research-and-development budgThis was . McQueary's first et on basic research, the type
appearance before Congress, and most --comm~nly conducted by
university advocates have been universities.
-
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• Individual Leases
• Fully Furnished Apartments
+ Utilities included in Rent
• FREE· Internet Access in Every Bedroom
' • FREE Cable with HBO, ESPN and More
• FREE Student Computer Lab
· • FREE State-of-the-Art -Fitness Facility
• Roommate Matching Service Available
• Walking distance.. to UCF
•• ~And Much More!
*Rents and_Incentives subject to change.
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11841 Jefferson Commons Cir.
_ Orlando, FL. 32826 ·
407 .382.4114
. www.jeffer_soncommons-orlando.com

r·~

'_!12~ h7.ea~t
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·
crru9me:ntation
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-Go on line fqr more exa1nples
or call tis at

40.7 -677 -8999
/

Student discounts available with UCF ID!
~

.

'

.. Boarcl Certified
'flastlc Surgeon
-: Bod.rd Certified

Anestheswlogist
'

-.Pully Accredit'ed
Operating Rooni

Suit.e
-Financing plans
available

with this coupon, on _pick-up orders
and local de6very
·
·. -

expires 4/30/03

-

SSS N. Alafaya Trail
Waterford lakes

(407) 208-9400
Order baskets online at www.cookiesb desi
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OUR STANCE:
food-bye,

Iraq needs U.S.
·help now most
ow that the war is alIDost over, the
United States needs to act properly to
·
ensure the sustainability of Iraq as an
. ·
independent nation and rebuild the
many international bridges that it burned during the march to war.
· The United States will have to in~est a
great amount of time and money in Iraq to
help the.country rebuild and ultimately flourish. For Iraq to become a democratic nation,
the United States will have to maintain~
strong presence in the area, but it must bring about democratic reforms without seemillg
- heavy-handed to the rest of the world. Thus,
the United States must back any and all representatives the Iraqi people elect.
Unlike the U.S. military campaigv. in
Afghanistan, where America won a relatively
easy victory over the Taliban, and then largely
deserted the country, the U:nited States needs
to stabilize Iraq and help it build a democratic
government. We cannot hit-and-run Iraq like
we did Afghanistan. ·
.. U. S. leaders must act in a manner. that
puts the world at ease. We angered many
nations by waging war against Iraq without
the support of fhe U.N. Security Council. We
need to in.end ties with former allies, such as

N

Cypre11 farde111 ...

France, Germ~y and Russia, and reassure
these countries~that their opinions still matter
to us. The United States must demonstrate a
willingness to act in multilateral fashion, as
opposed f9 the unilateral approach it took
regarding Iraq.
More importantly; the United States needs
to assure the rest of the Arab world that our ·
nation has not waged war on Islam. The war
with Iraq came against the wishes of the leaders of the Arab and Muslim worlds.
Many Arabs and Muslims do not trust our
country because they feel that we declared
war on the Islam religion rather than on Iraq's
tyrannical dictator. How the United States acts
with regard to Syria, Iran or any other Muslim
nation on President Bush's hit list, and how it
handles Iraq after the war, will have a huge
impact on the way Muslims around the world
perceive the United States.
Besides helping Iraq rebuild its infrastructure and transition to a democratic government, the United States should tone down its
rhetoric tOward the Muslim world. Rather than
threatening countries like Iran and Syria, our
nation should step back and try diplomacy as
a way of resolving differences. Rushing into
another war is. not the answer.
,

a

..

OUR STANCE:

.Public is giving
peaceniks bad name
ell before the United States launched
its war with Iraq, peace activists
called for a diplomatic solution to the
crisis with Iraq. As war neared, the
activists-organized themselves and protested in
major cities-around the world, marching for
peace. These modern peaceniks opposed war,
and for ·expressing their concerns, they .
received labels that defy logic.
War hawks, calling themselves proAmerica and other positive djectives, manipulated, the public's perception f the anti-war
activists~ Naturally; if war supporters portray
themselves as pro-America, tli~m war opponents must be anti-America. .A1most overnight,
pacifists became terrorists because they did not
·support a pre-emptive war. The anti-w:µ- faction
bec3.me further marginalized and smeared as a
·
_result.
Recently; as UCF's own pacifists, Campus
Peace Action, have tried.to practice their constitutional right to free speech; overzealously
pafrietic students have tried to silence them.
Members of Campus Peace Action have been
the targets of many profanity-laden tirades and
verbai threats.
.
·
It seems that the public, in its support-of
w:ar, does not want to hear any opposition ·to its ·
views. ·People have not only tried to.silence•
peace activists, ·but _also celebrities who have
voiced opposition 'to war. When a member of the
· Dixie Chicks made disparaging comments
·

W

about President Bush, the public and the press
demonized the country-pop trio.
Filmmaker Michael Moore was booed off
the stage at the Academy Awards for criticizing
President Bush as Moore delivered his verbal
jabs while accepting an Oscar.
Pearl Jam has alienated some fans by continuing to criticize the President. At the band's
first show in Denver, several fans walked out
when lead singer Eddie Ved,der made unkind
remarks about our president. ..
These are all examples of Americans prac~.
ticing their right to free fWeech, and in all of
these cases, the free speech demonstration created a backlash because it expressed an unpopular view.
·
The public seeip.ingiy respects freedom of
speech when that speech reinforces popular
views, but disregards that freedom when dis-senters try to espouse views that run counter to
popular opinion.
·
As such, the situation mocks th~ ideal of
freedom of speech, and in turn, mocks the
brave efforts of the troops fighting in Iraq. IMhe
troops·are fighting to protect our freedoms, and
liberating Iraqi citizens fr~m a regiille that prohibits the kiiid of freedoms we have, what kind
of message are Americans sending to a nation
that is about to embrace democracy.for the first
.
time.?
.
Isn't democracy supposed to be unwavering? Th~n let's prfil'.tice what we preach.
·

"Be not afraid of greatness: some men _are born great, some achieve
_greatness, and some have greatness thrust upon th~m."
- WILLIAMSHAKESPEARE

Tolerance is the American way After reading Alex Batxocks story, ''.Dving for un-American. I recom!Tlend you use the money and time
peace,'' published April 10. and participating in the 'sup- . you are spending at UCF to educate yourself about
port"rally on behalf of Campus Peace Action. Ihave to ask American history so you are CIW'ilre of what ~ means to
the organ~ITT. participants and speakers the following truly ~ American.
question: Were JULI there to eXpll'SS your version of supWhat you should not do is listen to obnoxious.
port for our American troops, or \\ere you there to pvt ·uneducated local radio [J!rsOnalities like Shannon Burke.
down the anti-war version of support?
whose astonishing peace quote made the front page.
. Ipose this conundrum because it is amazing how What Ira:all Mr. Burke statm9 in his prepared "Support
20 silent students stole the spotlight for almost the entire the Troops" speech was, "Rushing to protest your govern- _
two hours in a crowd of 450 supporter"S. The comparison ·ment is uniquely Ameriran, but not .representative of
is outstanding when yoy consider from the moment the American culture."
"student corpses" processed into the ral~. the cries \\eflt
Iwould take me an entire 'M.'el\ to cite examples
rrom, 'let'ssupport our troops while fighting and bomb- of figurehead Amerirans whose defiance shaj):d -our
·
ing overseas. no matter: what the reason,'' to "Protesters nation.
who S'iJf nothing are irre'.€rent to those in the military
The lesson is; just because you may not agree with
and are cry-baby un-American scum.''
how a particular group exp!t5Sei their support and feelIdo not wish to criticize the students who organ-- ings. does not mean you have the:right to judge or per-.
~ed the event because their own political involvement
so:ute them with viol.ence or with words. Tolerance, not
though it may conflict with my own. was ignited and violence. is what makes America the land of the free and
fueled by the actions and success of Campus Peace Action. the home of the brave.
Ho'i\ever, for those who called us terrorists, evil and even
· -RAOIHJOYCF

Pea<e demonstrators didn't rain on pro-troop rally
Iam writing in response to Alex Balx:ock's artide,
"Dying for Peace" publ~hed April 10. I\\Ould like to con-test Mr. Batxock's comments concerning what happened
· during the Pro-Troops ral~ last Tuesday.
.As a co--sponsor and organ~er of the, e'vfflt I
~lie\€ that M( Batxock's article. although partly true,
skev\€d what actually took place. Yes, anti-war activists
tried to steal the show, but they failed misernb~.
Ifind it rather pathetic that Campus Peace Action
had to use our event to get its name in the paper. If Ira:all
correct~. their anti-war rallies usual~ consist -of a maximum of10 people:
That is just more evidence that the vast majority of
students at UCF support this war and President Bush, and .
ou.rrally on Tuesday pro'.l'd it I~hundreds of studen~
'heering and app1a1:1ding our stance on the war and
·denouncing everything the peare protesters had to_;;ay.

Instead of fix.using on the real reasons for the ral~
the artide instead concentrates on the supposed distrac- tion of the _pmtester"S. Mr. -Batxock states. "...a counter. demonstratiQn derailed their plan for a pro-troop ral~." I
could not disagree more.
In fact Iwant to thank Campus Peace Action for
helping our efforts. Instead of a distraction, they provided
aform of entertainment that brought more people to the
ral~. Campus Peace Actio_n just proved that they-are vast~ outnumbered in their anti-war rhetoric. and Iwill make
sure to invite them to our next ral~ so they can furthEJ
support our rause.
As for Mr. Batxock Iwould suggest that you rerxirt
the real reasons for events on campus and forgo fluff
pieces like your most recent artide.
God ble;s our troops.
-lll1E WNS/fJOfR

CORRECTION
Due to an editing error. Lisa Marie Hattie's article, "Middle Eastern studies becomes marketable major."
published April 10. incorrectly referred to Farsi as the official language of Squdi Arabia. Farsi is the official languageof
Iran; Arabic is the official 1.anguage of Saudi Arabia.
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other world matters
MENTAL DOODIES

CHRISTOPHER ARNOLD
STAFF WRITER

.

"I want my Toward
Freedom 'IV!"
No doubt this is what
coUn.tless Iraqi citizens must
have been thinking to themselves last Thursday, when
President Bush, not Saddam
Hussein, appeared on their tel&
VJ.Sion sets to speak to a newly
liberated populace.
That, or they were t_hinking
about the looting.
Whatever happened to
have been on their minds, they
are now being introduced to one
of those great staples of democracy and freedom we have
enjoyedourentireJives-the
boob tube. For a nation of people long confi.Iled by tyranny,
that have experienced only their
regime's propagandistic
imagery,-there's now a whole
new set of propaganda for them
to delight in.
Additionally, coalition
forces are printing a.Il Arabiclangu.age newspaper for Iraqis
to enjoy - although it is quite
likely the jokes in Dilbert will
not translate well.
Aild while a newspaper's
role in civilization is substantial,
television is where it's at .today.
Not only has television documented contemporary history, it
has influenced it. It was televi- ,
sion, after all, that thwarted
t Richard Nixon's first attempt at
the presidency. It was televisi-0n
· that helped Bill Clinton charm
much of the MTV generation. It
was television that recorded the
Kennedy assassination and the
fall of the Berlin Wall.
And it was television that
asked who wanted to marry a
multi-millionaire.
So as tlie coalition now utilizes television to reach out to .

. Iraqi civilians, just what will this malicious Web site or open an &
proverbial idiot box reveal to
mail of the like. The cross-site
them about us?
scripting attacks on Microsoft
The people of Baghdad
Indexing Services for Wmdows
recently have been seeil eel&
2000 and Wuidows NT affect
brating the influx of coalition
varieties of server-side softforces, jubilant over the demise
ware, thereby making the victim
of Saddam's regime. But when
vulnerable ta malicious co4e
the day is done and tb.ey retire
.insertion through Web site
to the gold ~d alabast-er reclin- perusal
ers they eai:lier pilfered from
Okay, .so I lied. I really don't
understand it. Any of it. ·
Tariq Aziz's Tigris-front office
- what a\VO.its them?
But apparently, the affected
Must See TY.
VM is a component of Wmdows ·
Though disorienting at
95, Wmdows 98, Wmdows 98SE,
first, they ~e sure to master
Wmdows ME, Wmdows NT 4.0,
the ways of the channel surfer.
from Service Pack 1 on,
By this time, they will have
Wmdows 2000, Wmdows XP
borne witness to the awesome
and probably whatever
. Wmdows is coming out next
idiocy that is Geraldo Rivera
and struggled to comprehend
week.
. Basically; what this means
how something like'"'Crank
Yankers" could get put on the
is if you don't have a little apple
air. They will thank Allah for
on your computer, and you're
Tl"Vo, but will quickly learn what hooked up to the Internet, you
we already know - that despite better hope you diillit make
964 four channels, there is
enemies with any nerds in high
never anything to watch.
school and you better watch
youi' accounts closely. It might ·
be time to think different.
Error 101
Otherwise, someone might be
Microsoft warned of flaws
stealing your identity soon.
in some of its software this
I just hope whoever steals
w~ek. According to CNN.com,
mine makes better use of it than
that makes 13 total warnings
I have.
issued so far this year. Not bad,
I _suppose, considering that each
day I try to operate Microsoft, I
Finally•..
. get three times as many warn.
Recently, a team of British
ings and failures.
researchers posed the theory
The most serious of the
that some peoples' resistance to
· recent warnings concerns Java
certain brain diseases was eviapplets and the V:irtual Machine dence of cannibalism long ago.
- which, incidentally, is what I. Supposedly, cannibalism in ·
call my computer, since it virtu- · · ancient times spread the disally is a machine, except for
eases, which in turn required
that lack of working thing.
successive generations fo adapt
As I understand it, the most in order to survive.
This begs the question:
re~ent bugs affect the Microsoft
VM's ability to run Java applets what good is it to possess a
on Wmdows, while at the same
genetic anomaly to prev~nt
time affecting Proxy Server 2.0
brain disease when you live in a
cannibalistic society? Perhaps a '
and ISA Server via a d~nial-of
better mutation would be the
service bug.
ability to turn one's flesh into
Because the Bytecode
Verifier does-not correctly guard steel.
Oh, wait __,that was
against malicious code during
Colossus from the Uncanny Xan applet's load, an attacker
·can slip his or her own code
Men.
into an unsuspecting user's sysQuid pro quo, Clarisse....
tem, thereby hijacking it:
However, in.order for an
attacker to succeed, the victim
Columnist Christopher Arnold can be
would have to be lured to a
reached at chris@ucffuture.cor:n

us out for all
your .automotive
performance needs!

Protesters guaranteed the right to be stupid
This letter is regarding the article
"Dying for peace,". by Alex Babcock.
published April 10.
The. conservatives should have
kicked the anti-war demonstrators'
butts at the pro-troop ral~ last Tuesday.
The foolishness of tod~y's 'peace" movement in America is no different than the
idiocy that plagued it in the '60s. Some
Americans can't tell the difference
between the freedom of expression and
the crime of disturbance.
The first amendment secures,
among other things, Americans' right to
express themselves. This guarantees us
the very serious liberty to oppose,
detract and speak our minds. That's
what the conservatives were there to do.
They organized peacefully to express
their support for American troops.
Acrowd.of miscreants covered
in paint and graffiti, barging in and .
causing a disturbance, is not freedom of
speech - it is a disruption of !t.
Recognizing this concept is the key difference between democracy and anar-

chy. American ·government wasn't
founded on the notion of who yells the
loudest.
If this band of finger painters
wants to participate in the democratic
process, they fan organize their own
rally. There, they can enjoy the freedom
to play dead, draw cave paintings, ·pick
gnats out of each others hair or do
whatever else it is beatniks do to communicate their distaste with the law. Or,
they could organize a serious debate
where · both sides discuss their differences in a civilized forum.
EitheF way, remember this while juvenile delinquents in America
are splashing about in fake blood from
Toys R' Us, many brave American soldiers are cleaning off the real blood they
bave spilt in Iraq so that Americans, and
antiwar protesters, can continue to get
drunk .and ·draw pictures on the fiag
they're fighting for. Hooray for democracy.
-JAYBEUOMO

407-38-2-9-626
~
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Jania
·Shinhoster
celebrates
after hitting
a gamewinning RBI
single·in
Friday's 6-5 ·
win over
Jacksonville
State.

Team game brought
Romanian Bradu to ·U.S.
MATT BETHON·
STAFF WRITER

For many college students,
the first year is full of many challen~ ·, especially academically.
The 'transition from high school
to college level courses .is .often a
difficult one. ·
But not for everyone. Not for
Catalin Bradu. After years of:
intensive studying as far back as.
junior high; everything comes
kind of naturally.
For Bradu, an Atlantic Sun
All-Conference tennis player,
growing up in Romania challenged his mind. His first tWo
-years of school here were a
breeze. He was a member of the
Intercollegiate
·Tennis
Association All-Academic Team
as a freshman.
_
~
"It is much more intensive
there," Bradu said. "Like what I
studied there in seventh · or
eighth grade you study here in
college. Especially the sciences.
Physics, math and chemistry you
start studying from a really low
grade."
Bradu, now a junior, admits
that while he may have had an easy time .hitting the books,
· learning the English language
was-a different story. Though he
had studied the language intensively in Romania and became
pretty familiar with it, he still had
to train his mind to think in the
language.
.
, "I had to study a 'lot of the
language," l;le said. ''.At the beginning I was translating everything
in Romanian and solving problems and stuff~"
He also had to learn to
adjust to the culture. He didn't
like America at first, and contemplated moving back home.
"Everything'is different and
much)Ilore civilized,'i he said. "It

Softball rallies
to sweepJSU
MAT_T BETHON
STAFF WRITER

The UCF softball team won two important
conference games Friday, sweeping the visiting
Jacksonville State Gamecocks in a doubleheader at the UCF Softball Complex.
In the opening game, the Knights trailed 52 heading into the bottom of the seventh but
stormed back to score four
·
runs, capped by Jania
Shinhoster's game-winning
two-out RBI single.
Jacksonville
State
-jumped out to an early lead in
the fourth inning, scoring four
Next game
runs on four hits. rpie Knights
responded in their half of the
UCF vs USF
fourth inning, loading the
Wed. April 16
bases for Lindsay Bush. The , 4 p.mat USF
sophomore catcher responded with a double to left field,
plating Dottie Cupp and Nikki Green and cutting the Gamecocks' lead in half. The score
remained 4-2 until the seventh. Jacksonville
State extended its lead to 5-2 in the top half of
the inning, setting the stage for UCF's dramatic come-from-behind win.
Rachelle Schmidt led off the inning with a .
double and Jen Whitley walked, putting two
runners on with no outs. After Stephanie Best
PLEASE SEE

No. 14 ON 14

PLEASE

SEE'Bradu ON. 16

,.

3 A-Sun Tournaments begin Wednesday
.

Mert's golf looks to
improve on last year

. .

:,

Men's tennis _loriking Women's tennis goes·
for·two in a ·row
for first A~Sun title

JON KUTILEK

SADIE SHAM

SADIE SHAM

STAFF_WRITER

STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

Tliis week the UCF men's tennis team is looking to
make history bywinningthe Atlantic Sun Championship for
the firf:!t time. The Knights have finished in seoond place
four times, including last season when Georgia State upset
them in the championship match, 4-0.
But according to Coach Bobby Cashman, this is their

They've been there before. They know the kind of battle they are in for and understand what,it takes to win it.
They did it last .year, and they will attempt to repeat this
week as the Atlantic Sun Champions. They have proven that
they are a strong team and can accomplish their goals. ·
At the beginning of this season, the UCF women's·tennis team set out to gain a .national ranking and have succeeded in doing so. As Of April 9, the Knights were No. 65,

The UCF men's golf team is gearing up for the
. Atlantic Sun Championship, which begitis Wednesday and
I1llfS through Friday at _the Indigo Lakes Golf Club in
Daytona Beach. .
,
Coach Nick Clinard is hoping for good things from the
entire team as the Knights prepare to compete against
some of the best teams in their conference. They have
·been practicing all season for this championship; and
Pu;:AsE SEE

Men's ON 16

year.
"I have a lot of faith in these guys. I think we can win it
- PLBASE SEE

USP ON 16

PLEASE SEE

Women's ON 16
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No. 14 FSU

sneaks-by
.· the Knights
FROM PAGE
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.

struck out, Pysha Simmons walked, load. ing the bases. The Gamecocks then went
· to their bullpen, replacing starti:rig pitcher
Veronica Davis with Ter:a Ross, who
entered.the game with a i4-3 record and
1.05ERA. ·
Ross immediately struck out Cupp,
but then everything went downhill for
Jacksonville State's ace. She gave up ·an
RBI single to Green and walked Lindy
Oakley, n~rowing the lead to 5-4.. She
immediately got ahead of Lindsay Bush 02, but Bush battled back to even the count
before hitting a sharp line drive single to
left field tO tie_tb:'e game. With the- bases
still loaded Shinhoster singled to right
field, scoring Nikki Green and giving UCF
a 6-5win.
"This was a huge win for us,''. Coach
. Renee Luers-Gillispie said. "They came
through when they needed !oo. They can
use that later on in the season if they're
down. Now they know they can come
back.';
The win was the seventh time this
. season that UCF has won in its last at bat.
Bush sparkled at the plate, going 4-for-4
with three RBis. Cupp picked up the win
and improved to 14-10, striking out seven.
Ross got the blown save and the loss,
dropping to 14-4.
.
In the second game the ~ghts used
Taylor -Sawyer's arm and glove to put
together a 5-0 win. Sawyer pitched the
complete game and struck out six, but it
was htir quickness in the field that proved
.to be her-most valuable trait on.the afternoon. In the third inning the Gamecock's
· loaded. the bases· with no outs before
Sawyer retired three straight ba~ers to
get ouf of tb,e jam. She fielded a trickling
.-grounder and flipped it home before
Stacey Smith could score, and then struck
out the next two JSU batters.
In the fifth inning with a runner on,
Sawyer caumt a line drive off Jessica
Fbrd's bat and threw to first for the double· play. · She then made an incredible
catch one batter later when Veronica
Davis smoked a line drive right at her
head. Sa"Wyer finished the game with six
strikeouts, two putouts and six assists.
She improved to 13-10 on the season.
"She had _ heck of a defensive
game,,,-Luers-Gillispie said.
The · Golden Knights· got all the ..
offense they would · need in the fourth
inning when Jen Whitley launched .a ·
home run to left field. UCF pushed its lead
t~ 2-0 in the fifth w¥en Lindsay Bush
· picked up her fourth RBI and fifth hit of
the day off a single. ~'Knights added
three . more in the s · h inning · off a .
Whitley RBI double and mammoth tworu:ri homerun by shortstop Stephanie
Best.
''We showed a lot of charact~r coming back in that first game, and it gave us
all the momentum going into the second,"
Sawyer said. "Everyone really. came
together.,,.
.
The ..Wins overshado:wed two tough
losses tO nationally ranked Florida State
earlier in-the week: The Knights dropped
both games·of tb.eir doubleheader to the
14th ranked Seminoles by a combined
score of 4-1. Luers-Gillispie said that the
two tough losses .didn't damper the
team's confidence.
"I think it really helped their confidence to kiiow .that they could play
against anybody," Luers-Gilli'spie said.
. -"Ttiey showed it in that first game."
With- the wins over Jacksonville ·
State, UCF improved its overall record to
30:.23, but more· -importantIY, 9-3 in
Atlantic . Sun Conference play. The
Knights hosted Atlantic Sun ,rival
Jacksonville University on Sunday in a
doubleheader. · Details - will be in
Thiirsday's edition of The Future. '

a
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Senior Dottie Cupp got the win in UCF's come-from-behind victory over Jacksonville State on Friday. The Knights play at South Florida on Wednesday.
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Belmont takes .A-Sun series from ·UCF
Cobb two batters later. ~ · UCF battled back in the top of -the third
with · a Dee Brown RBI singie, but two
At least they won the third game of a innings later Cobb allowed three runs and
series: That was about the only positive that was gune having pitched just 3 1/.3 ~
· came out of an otherwise disastrous week- and giving up five runs (four earned) on folir
end for the UCF baseball team.
hits and f~mr walks.
The Knights traveled to Nashville,
The Krughts inched closer with a sac fly
Tenn., to take on Atlantic Sun foe Be1mont, by Brown in the fifth, but the Bruins ,
already losers of two straight. They prompt- responded with a run in the 8eVenth. Then
ly dropped the first two games of the series came the eighth inning, which was once
iri oompletely opposite ways before bringing again kind to UCF.
it all togBther for the third and final game to
After Bear double with two outs and
salvage what was left of yet another disap- Clay Timpner walked, Rich Wallace and
pointing oonference series.
Drew Butera knocked them in with back-toThe series openedFri~ywith UCF los- back base hits. Ryan Bono then pinch-bit
ing ahlgb-sooring 7-6 ballgame in the bottom and brought horn Wallace with a single of
of the ninth inning. But things began to his own that knotted the game at .six
unravel far earlier.
_
But UCF ooultl do no more damagB, .
Fbr the seoond siraigb.t start, the previ- and with men on first and seoond and one
ously solid Tuylor _Cobb got rocked After _out in the bottom of 'the Illu.th, UCF Coach
Ryan Bear bit his team-leading fourth home Jay Bergman brought in bullpen ace Kyle
run of the season to put the Krughts up 1-0 in Bono to f~ Soukup. The Belinont first
the seoond inning, Cobb gave back two runs baseman put the first _offering from Bono
in the pottom of the frame ..
into shallow right field, just in front of a divDan Soukup got the En.tins first run ing Brown, f9r the victory.
when UCF shortstop Jon Cooper nailed him
Will Tucker got the win in relief for the
with a relay throw while ::tttempting to gun Bruins, improving to 2-1. Vori. David
.
,
l
ADAM RoscHE I CFF
him out at third base. The ball rioocheted Stertzbach got the los& for UCF, falling to ~Sophomore Dee Brown extended his hitting streak to 10 games in UCF's three-game series with'Belmont over the
into the stands, allowing Soukup to soore. 4.
weekend. The right fielder was 3-for-10 with four RBis against the Bruins.
Belmont got the other run on wild pitch by ·
As with most conference series,
Saturday oonsisted of two seven-inning oontests. And lately the first gam~ means a oomplete game from Mark Michael The senior
did his thing again, going the whole way for
the Krughts and giving up just one run on
.tQ.ree hits and two walks while striking out
four. Unfortunately his oounterparts did
ev.en better, as Shane Haas and Tucker oombined for a four-bit shutout as UCF fell .1-0
and-lost for a season-high fourth straight
game.
Michael retired the first 11 batters he
faced and needed just 27 pitches to do it, but
gave up oonsecutive doubles to Jason
Warpool and Soukup in the fourth inning.
That proved.to be all the sooringnecessary as the Kni@t bats did little against the
Belmont duo. They got two on with two outs
in the sixth and seventh innings, but neither ·
Ryan Bono in the sixth nor David Mann in
the seven oould gBt the big hit to tie the
game.
Michael took a hard-luck loss despite
his fourth straight oomplete game - all
seven-inning games - and fell to 6-2. Haas
got the win, making him 6-2 as well.
D~
Finally, everythingworked in harmony
in the third game, as UCF got 15 hits and
won 104. The Krughts had gone just 2-3 in
the finales of their previo~ three-game sets.
The Krughts got a run in each <if the
first thfee innings off starter AlexRenes and
seven over the final three innings off Renes
J~
and three relievers. The biggest outburst
was a four-run si:Xth, where, UCF scored on
RBI doubles from Butera and Bear and a
J , · ~· f·'~'·r KV
' wild pitch.
Starter Linooln Mincks was mostly
solid outside of a three-run sixth inning,
going six innings and allowing four runs on
seven bits and two walks. He struck out four
·y,n N·
!'- , ~ .
and got the win, moving to 5-2. Renes got
tagged with loss, falling to 2-2.
.
Brown (3-for-10, four RBis), Bear (6for-11, four RBis), Timpner (3-for-9, three
runs soored), Wallace (4-for-8), Butera (4-~
for-8, two RBis) and Dave Lambert (3-for-4,
two RBis) all had solid offensive series for
the:Kn@its.
OVerall UCF finished the weekend 2315, but just 8-7 in the A-Sun. Belmont, on the
.C~
. other hand, is just 17-13 overall but owns a
13-8 conference record. '])lat puts the ·
Knights, two:-time defending conference
champions, in seventh place with a home
· ~ries against first-place Florida Atlantic
s~
ooming up this wookend Only the top six
t~ make the A-Sun 'Iburnam~nt. They
also take on South Florida, a tefiln that.has
beaten them in Tampa twice over the past
K~isten
two weeks, at home 7 p.m. Tuesday. ·
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

Alexis Miseyko
Amanda H·ageman
April Athena Brad.ley
Emily Ruff .
Gregory Connell
J·ama.al West
, enn.1
. rac,ht
.
Jenny Brown
K.atbryn Boles
W'a·thr·
' ola·nd,·
Kelly Stacy-Hain.es
Kristen Winne
Kristy Burgess
Melissa. Cupps
Natalie Dopson
'Nilusheeu Farooqui. ·
.i

. '

/

. .. :.

.

.
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, . ..

:

, ,oliza (N.ory) Quiles
Nicole Gelfert
Omar Carm.o·n.a- .. anph.ez .

Paige M·orga.n.
S., Anne . .Marie Wolff
·Thomas Weicbart
Timothy P. Love
To1asade AJ'a'!i
Veroni.ca Marie: Scott
.!r

.,

Adrian Summers
Allison Levy
Andrew Bledsoe
Andrew James
Anne Cecil
Ant.bony Soroka
·Bethany Ensor
Brian Dun.hiU ·
Elizabeth Barton
Erik Ra.nge
Heather Kershaw

Holly Nowell
Jared Schiller
Joseph MacLellan.
J·uan Camacho
Juan de la-Torre
Kelley Krumeieh
Kerri Kerr
Kevin Peters
Kimberly A. Watts
Cooper .
Marco· P·ena
. Oren Falkowitz
Sandra Miles ·
Shakeha Euniea--Thomas

Notes
Stertzbach moved past pitching coach
Craig Cozart into s~ place on the school's
· all-time strikeout list with two in Friday's
game. The senior now has 205 for his career.
... Brown has a 10-game hitting streak ...
Butera tied a career-hlgb with three hits in
Saturday's seoond game:

_.,
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Men's golf finishe~ · third . at Wofford Invite
FROM PAGE

13

want to perform their best to help boost
team moral, among other things
"I am very optimistic about our
chances in the@ampionship. We have been
playmg solid golf lately and I expect us to
perform very well against the best teams in
conference,"
Clinard
said.·
our.
The Knights are especially looking forward
to such A-Sun opponents as Jacksonville
State, Florida Atlantic and Campbell. UCF
has struggied against all three teams this
year.
Team members· Jonathan Fransson,
Andreas Hoegperg, Kevin Kahle, Matt
LeConche, Sonny Nimkhum, Ben Osbrach,
Barry Roof and Stefan WIStorf are all very
optimistic about their chances in this.year's
tournament, as they try to get UCF back to
the NCAA regional tournament for the first

time since 1996.
Last year at the A-Sun Championships
the Knights finished in fourth place ~hind
Jacksonville State, Georgia State and
Campbell. Only 10 shots separated the top
four teams, while Stetson finished fifth, 13 .
'
shots behind UCR
The Knights are coming off a third
place finish over the weekend at the Wofford .
Invitational in South Carolina. They shot a ··
587 in the weather-shortened two-round
event; finishing just seven strokes behind
champion UNG-Wilmington. Wistorf, a
freshman, had UCF's best finish of the tournament, finishing_in .a tie for fourth with a
144. Roof was right behind him with a 146 in
a tie for seventh. Hoegberg, a member of last
season's A-Sun All-Freshmen te~, finished two shots behind Roof in a tie for 14th.
The Knights were tied for the lead after the
· first round after shooting an· even-par 288.
Barry Roof finished tied for seventh at the Wofford Invitational over the weekend.

USF ends Knights'
·17-match streak
FROM PAGE 13

all," lie said.

With their current record (17-3) and level
. of play this season, the idea of taking home the
big win doesn't seem _that far-fetched. The
Knights just snapped a 17-game winning streak
after losing to No. 38 University of South Florida
on Saturday mtheir final regular season match
of the season. This was the first time the
Knights saw defeat since Jan. 25. Better for the
Knights to have ended the streak during regular
play instead of this week
UCF has a strong, experie:o.ced group of
players who will no doubt fight to· the finish.
·Juniors Catalin Bradu and Gabriel Strangberg
have the vivacity and endurance to help attain
wins in the singies category. Braqu is 15-3 overplaying at the No..1 spot while Strangberg is
12-5 at No. 2. In doubles play, the duo of Brad.u
and classmate Antonio Sierra are 15-4 overall
at the No.1 spot. Also impressive is the tag-team
of sophomore Simon Jaeger and senior Augusto
Sanabria who are 11-5 at the No. 2 spot.
However, Cashman believes that everyone has
- pulled their weight and will contribute to an ASun victory.
"People have stepped up in certain matches and helped out, but everyone has contributed
and will continue to do ·so," Cashman said,
Fresh off of their first taste of defeat in
about three months, these Knights should be
hungry for a victory that the program has never
experienced before.
The A-Sun Tuurnament, hosted by Stetson
University, will begin this Wednesday and runs
·· through Saturday at the Mandy Stoll Tenni.S
Center & Cummings Tennis Center in De~d.

Bradu looking for
revenge in tourney
I

Women's tennis
looking for 6th
title in 7 years
FROM PAGE
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according to the lTA onini Hotels Collegiate
Tennis Rankings. This week they will vie for
an A-Sun Championship to-mmplete their second goal. UCF (12-6) finished its regular season with a six-match winning streak. The
Knights hope to continue that run of victories
this week
The Golden Knights have regained the
talents of senior Marieke Gunawan, who was ·
forced to the sidelines for part of the seaso.n by
illness. Since returning, she has recovered her
No. 1 playing spot. Julie Pecastaing, known as
the "Go-to Guy," will add endurance and
enthusiasm to the week's battles. She is 16-2,
mostly winning at the No. 2 spot and recently
garnered the title of A-Sun Player of the Week
Junior Anna Westin should also add to the
strength of the team. _ .
UCF's doubles teams should be strong
with the duos of Pamela Fernandez and
Pecastaing and Ola Luczak and Westin, which .
have been impressive during regular season ·
play.
The Knights have proven that they can
overcome challenges and accomplish goals.
Their never-say-die attitudes and desire to be
successful should lead them to yet another ASun victory. A win would be the Knights' sixth ,.
conference title in seven years.
The A-Sun Tuurnament, hosted by
Stetson University, will begin Wednesday and
runs through Saturday at the Mandy Stoll
Tennis Center & Cummings Tennis Center in
DeLand_ The winner receives the conference's
automatic bid to the NCAA Thlll'D:ament.

au
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Junior Catalin Bradu finished the.regular-season with a 15-3 record at No.1 singl_es. He and Antonio
Sierra had a 19-6 doubles record.
·
·

lysts behind the Knights' . recent 17-·
match win streak. He has an individual
w~ a shock at-the beginnillg, but now record of 21-6 this year, and has teamed
I'm used to it. Everyt~g is routine to up with teamniate Antonio Sierra to
me."
post a 19-6 doubles.record. He is iooking
· Gro~ up in Romania, Bradu . forward ·to the upcoming A-Sun
started playing tennis at a young age. Tournament as a chance to take
He was ranked No. 17 in Romania's 18- revenge on conference foe Georgia
and-under division. He chose to come to State, who upset the Golden Knights in
America because he wanted the chance last year's conference finals.
to be a part of a team.
"We've already kind of taken
"Tennis over there is really an indi- revenge by beating them this year at
vidual sport, here it's team,;, Bradu their place," he saiP,.. "It was a pretty
said. "I like being on a team much more, goqd win for us hut not enough. We still
I don't like traveling alone."
want to take revenge in the tournament. .
a_radu has been one of the cata- We're ready for it."
FROM PAGE
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Junior Gabriel Strangberg carries a 12-5 singles record at
No. 2 into the A-S-un Championship this week in Deland.

13 -
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Kristina Loh mos and the rest of the Knights look to
defend their A-Sun title this week in Deland.

.

-
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UCF football
bolsters
.
roSter wi_~4_ jnnior ~:-~.~-~'.·-·
,

.college-additions · ·
plays left guard,· is ~the only
returning offensive lineman to
start in all 12 games for the
Knights last season.
Toeniskoetter is the second junior college player to be
inked by UCF following the traditional signing period, as the
Knights have also added punter
Scott Sevin to their roster.
Sevin kicked for Kilgore
College in Texas last season
and finished No. 2 in the
Southwest Junior College
Conference with a 40.7-yard
average. UCF is looking to fill
the void left with the graduation
of Ryan Flinn. Last season
Flinn finished with a 41.8-yard
average and was named a
Second-Team All-MAC selection.

UCF Coach Mike Kruczek
announced Friday an addition
to the 2003 I!ecruiting class
with the signing of offensive
lineman Adam· Toeniskoetter
from De Anza Community
College in CaJifornia.
The 6-foot-5, 295-pound
lineman played offensive tackle
last season at De Anza, ·but is
projected to play guard for the
·Golden Knights, He is the
fourth offensive lineman
recruited by the Knights, who
are looking to replace three
starters across the offensive
front.
Toeniskoetter is also the
second offensive line recruit in
two years from De Anza, as for. mer teammate and current
UCF player David Ashkinaz
for
the
also
played
Lumberjacks. Ashkinaz, who

- COMP/LIEDFROM WIREREPORTS

Four intramural
sports end this week
ing Peter Cimino 14-1 in the
finals. With only two weight
classes left excitement started
to build for tb.ose twelve wrestlers. lii the 197 pound
class Anthony Furbush beat
Chad Dombeck, 4-1. Finally in
the heavyweight d,ivision ~ick
Jacob beat Aaron Chitik, 6-4.
Congratulations to all eight
winners.

lfl 'Wlfi'
_ ~. -~!-· .

MOO

SPORTS

co.-ne.JULIE REEVES

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Wrestlemania

Fully-furnished, spacious 3 and 4 bedroom
···' ·- - ~.-. . apartment homes with individual lease protection
Amenities
· • FREE ~TH ERN ET
• Cable, electric allow.a.nee,
water & sewer ALL in~luded
• Computer lab
• Fitness center ·
• Sand volleyball court

• 2 sparkling pools
with tiki bar
• Beautiful lakeside
· setting ·
•. Full size washer/dryer
• Free roommate
matching service

Located ·on McCull,och Road :-

iust outside the UCF North Gatel
·
for More·Jnfo,Call: ~ "
, i"

. 47:11 .
366 -7
...

it'<_!

It's tourney time

The annu&} intramural
wrestling tournament took
place last Monday night in the
Recreation and Wellness
Center. It didn't have quite the
same atmosphere as-WWE,
but it was definitely entertaining. With eight weight classes
came eight winners. In the
lightweight division, 141
pounds, John Martin took out
Chris Pelatti in the finals 10-2.
With only five contenders in
the 149-pound weight class,
Darrin Mathis barely beat
Matt Brock, 3-2. Carlo Rivera
won the 157-weight .class
.
defeating David·Goldstein in. _·
.,the finals 7-5. Moving up t~e

!'·

Where UCF ·students Want to be...

March Madness is over;
but the intramural sports
tournaments are just g~tting
under:way. Floor hockeY, sand
volleyball, Four-on-four flag
football and softball all finish
their tournaments this week.'
Get out to the fields, or into
the Rec Center to watch your
favorite teams and root for the
underdogs in theif quest for
an intramural championship.
You can follow all the brackets
at www.imsports.ucf.edu.
. : ·. . .IM sports corner
presented by

·.'·: _f~
· · :· ,_.

.·

=~~=~1;;:;an -; ~

intramural champion, winning'
RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA
6-2. At 174 Pounds Jason
407-2824000 •Across from UCF
Beaird gave Travis Hampton .a
Open 1 lam4 am
fight, but Hampton won, 3-1. ·
. (11am-2am Swi-Wed)
Joe Mineskie dominated the * .
~Y!
184-pm,md weight class, beat- .' ·;·

...
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EL!lt -'FLAG FOOffiALL
OF O~L~
4on4 Flag f.ootball
Themost exciting 4on4 flag
football league-iscoming to Orlando
Saturday's •April 29 2003

Call 407·944-RA6
Online Reg15tr.ation Avm/able@ www.EllTEFIAG.com
Team Recordsand Individual Stats will be kept online

-1;otiJSI ~-.

.... A"" Tll(INe NAMl!r
www.ucfothletics.com
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Behind the
music industry
Find out who could be
the next grot1:ps to rock
across America
JEFF JOHNSON
CONTRmUTING WRITER

Before 2002 and the advent of the
Florida Music Festival, roe!,{ musicians
indigenous tp The City Beautiful h~ a
tough time contracting representatives
from large record companies Atlantic and
RCA. .
Fbr a new.band, gaining the attention
of label reps is the opportunity of a lifetime
and an integral step in the process of
becoming a multi platinum, record-selling
- superstar.
.
FMF creator Sean Perry had this in
mind when he started the music confer.ence la.st year. .
Inviting prominent label representatives for three days fo meet and scout the
city's considerable talent pool in a flurry of ·
performances and parties - all within
walking distance of.each other in downtown Orlando - gave independent artists
and managers a chance to socialize with
the music industry, in· hopes of landing a
future record deal. .
While the reality is that most bands af·
the FMF do not go on to ·be the next ·
Matchbox 20 or Creed, it is almost assured
that ·a few get signed each year.
So what exactly were this year's label
representatives looking for? ThiS is· the
question that was on the minds of all aspiring artists and managers alike during the
~ ·
weekend showcase.
, The answer has much to do with
genre, talent, age and song craftsmanship
- but9.>t necessarily in that order.
_,. Label representatives }1.Se the festival
as a, litmus test to see .how aµdiences
respond to a band and their stage per-.
formance. Sometimes, . a band's · wellreceived festiyal performance can lead to a
coveted record deal.
Last year, music industry veteran
Steve Robertson of Atlantic Records
worked · with native Florida .band
Standstill, signed them to a demo deal and
was considering a larger contract. After
seeing their performance at the FMF, he ·
was convinced of their talent.
"The FMF 'is a good proving ground
for - bands that I
interested in," .
Robertson said.
PLEASE ·SEE
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Pushing· the limits:
of' good taste
Knlghtcast's
prime time
Thursdays are
filled with ·gags
and hilariously
.concocted stunts.
ALEX BABCOCK
STAFFWRITER

Live on the Web Thursday
night, a UCF student vomited and
lost a bet. He owed his challenger an
apology and the respect a man
deserves when he can keep down a
blender full of coffee grounds, cock.tan weenies, Tabasco sauce and a
handful of other random ingredients from ~ 7·:Eleven.
This challenge ooourred not in
a dorm room or at a frat house, but
at Knigbtcast studio, home of UCFs
official student-run radio station.
Broadcasted every 'Thursday
night from 10 p.m. to 12 a.m., ''The
Manly Oracle," a show that combines Jackass-style stunts and
Saturday Night Live sketch comedy,
is known for its extreme, and so~e
times gut-testing, spectacles.
Junior C.J. Hinckley, 21, could
have easily kept his moµth shut and
avoided the displeasure of downing
the blender-full of mess. As the
show's legal counsel, Hinckley usually gives the C¥t advice on how to
avoid lawsuits. He also helps write
_ and record sketches that play periodically throughout the show, but
he's never done a stunt before.
After watching a cast member
"puke up" Peep soup - a disgusting concoction from the show's "fest ·
kitchen" - Hinckley claimed he
· could take down something worse,
and keep it in his stomach. ,
Freshman Steve Alexander, 19,
PLEASE SEE
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.

Junior _(.J. Hinckley, the legal ·counsel of'The Manly Oracle;' performs his first on-air stunt~ drinking 64 ounces of blended
coffee grounds, cocktail weenies, Tabasco sauce and several.other unidentified ingredients from a 7-Eleven.

Students turn up volume, b~n power
·Will lurr1ing ~on_ tunes
increase-your GPA?

of a loud environment.
.
. ''.Au the resources
here [in . the
library], but I can't sit in silenc~ and read
about biology without yawning or ·nodding
.
. .
off every few minutes," he ·s~d.
Without-being aware of it, Flaherty was .
· - M1irn RIEGEL
helping to corrobor~te what author Don
STAFF WRITER
Campbell -wrote in his book, "The Mozart
The sound _of studyffig iS changing. Effect." Campbell, a faculty member at the
Many students are discovering the old .phi- _·Naropa InStitute in Boulder, Col9., has conlosophy of tranquilify and sil~nce is riot only. ducted extensive research into the effects
. lesf;i appealip.g, but ·eyen'.counter-productive. . , music has on different age groups, including
. "When the music comes on, so does my - college stUdents.
brain," said freshman Brad Flaherty, 18,
Campbell's studies found that students seated.at one of the open study area.5 on the who listened to Mozart experienced an
second floor of UCF's campus,librarYincrease fu brain w11ve activity. Students
With headphones still covering one ear who .listened to -the · classical composer ·
and Linkin Park pouring from the exposed· .before engaging in various IQ tests scored
speaker, Flaherty explained 'the seemillgty · higher than those who didn't listen to any
ironic notion _of going to the library~ search · mv,sic.
-

are

;

c

. ~e Linkin Park and Mozart may not
be · comparable styles of music, Campbell
says · the~ musical
iS _not .the most
prominent factor 'i n determining the overan
effectiveness.
Campbell a8serts that simply hearing
the melody and organizational patterns of
music will activate portions of the brain that
nQrmally go unused during "quiet study sessions."
Memo~ both long and short-term, also
increases as .a direct result_of listening to
music while studying, 'and many people will
associate a particular song with a specific
memory.
"Maybe instead of ' th~ library, we
should have someplace loud to go· and
study," said sophomore Jessica Lowe; 20. '

genre

·- - • PLEASE SEE

CSULB ON ~3

. Instead of drinking
coffee and Mountain
Dew by the gallon, the
right music will·help me
stay awake and_study
longer. In extreme cases -,
·you do what you've g~t t~, but a g·ood CD·~n
take the edge off.
-MIKE WARREN

TH IS W-EEK
Tue Apr 15
· 7 pm VUCF Canned Food Drive at UCF
Baseball game
USF, Jay Berg_
man
Field
. ~

vs.

Wed Apr 16
'
9 pm CAB Cinema preseots 'The Lord-of
The Rings: The Two Towers," C?pe
Florida Ballroom Sat Apr 19
. 11:30 am VUCF Kids KniQht Out at UCF
Baseball game vs. FAU.. lliBO with .
~ids at La~e Claire at 11:30am then
ta~e them to the game at 1:00 pm
.

Mon Apr 21
Last day of Classes
Tue_Apr 22
Final Exams Begin
Mon Apr 28
Final Exams End

Visit os on _the web at osa.sdes.ucf.edu. For .more 1nfo on any of these events ~ontact the
· _Office of Student Adivities, Rrh. 208 in the
SU, or call 407.823.6471. Funded by the
Adivity and Service Fee as allocated by SGA.
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82.BACARDI FLAVORS • 82111
. .2 for 1IEll/CAll DRINKS .
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TONY o~s
·FAMous FOR RIBS·
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11874 UNIVIRSITY BLVD.
ORLANDO, n a2111 •. 401-201.3010 .

Orlando's ~iggest . College Nighti£very· Tuesday Night! ·
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with me or another Student ·
Health Services provider t.o
review the steps to becoming
smoke free.
Set a definite quit date.
Often a meaning'ful date sueh as
a birthday or anniversary pro- .
vfd~s increa,sed motivation.
Gather support for smoking
cessation, let friends and family
know about the decision to quit
on a ce~tain date and ask for ·
their help and support.
_ It .is h~lpful to enroll in a .
..formal smoKing cessation program. There is a ·free Nicotine ·
.Anonymous program at Florida
Hospital. Please call (407) 332I have tried to qU,it smok- 7282. "Break the Chain" is·· . ing a few times before, mt '
another successful.smoking ces·when the stress in&.eases, I go sation Erogram. Please call
back to smoking because it
(407) 303-4450, ext. 5550 . .
relaxes me. Can you help me
Prepare the environment ·
quit for good?
by remqvjng cigarettes, ashtrays, etc. from the home, office
You are obviously aware of
and car. Ask others not to
. the need to stop smoking and
·smoke in your presence.
know the scary statistics; but
Formulate a plan to avoid
they are worth repeating.
triggers that you associate with
Tobacco kills more Americans
smoking. Avoid alcohol because
each year than alcohol, drugs,
drinking lowers inhibitions and
homicide; s~cide, car crashes
can cause relapse.
and AIDS combined. About
There are a variet.y of nico400,000 deaths a year are
tine replacement products, and
attributable to cigareti;e smokyou may be a good candidate
ing. These deaths are due to an
for these if you have a habit of
increased risk of premature
smoking within half an hour of
heart disease, stroke, chronic _ awakening in the morning, if
bronchitis, emphysema arid can- you smoke more than half a
pack per day, if you are bothStudies shows that 70 perered by cravings for nicotine or
cent of college age smokers say you have tried to quit without
they want to quit, and like you,
the use of these aids in the past
more than 50 percent have tried and failed.
to quit at least once. _
· Nicotine replacement prod. Quitting smoking is very
ucts are available over-thedifficult for most smokers ..given counter in the form of a patch
the highly addictive nature ofor gmn. Prescriptions are
nicotine. In addition, the repeti-· required for nicotine nasal
· tive behaviors that become
spray and Nicotrol inhaler.
associated ~th smoking have
The anti-depressant
been reihforced countless times, Bupropion is an oral medicatioJ,l
even in a re!atively young smok- · that decreases both craving and
· withdrawal symptoms. It is
Fortiinately you are at UCF, available by prescription as
where a full slate. of smoking
Zyban or Wellbutrin, and must
cessation services is available.
be started one to two weeks
First you should schedule a visit · before.the quit date.

E-.m.ail your questions to: Askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

ACROSS
1 Brit's apartment
5 Meat.in a can '
9 "Jerry Maguire"
17
director
14 Provoke
20
15 Accomplice
16 Indy entry
17 European river
18 Slothful person
20 Alaskan tongue
22 Loses moisture
23 Citric cooler
24 Observing
carefully
27 Actress we·st
28 Moves slowly
31 Uneven cut
35 Nevertheless
37 Show up
38 Favorable
responses
40 _ of Corte~
42 Olympian's
award
43 Wise man
45 Even one
47 Find a buyer
48 Mournful.poems
50 Anderson of
Jethro Tull
52 Certain derby
9 Part of a
participlfnts
telephone pole
58 Cereal grain ·
1o Unrefined
60 River of
·
11 City near San
forgetfulness
Diego
61 Pick up the check · 12.Tuesday in
62 Stabbed with a
movies
small dagger
13 _ .Stanley
65 Opera song ·
· Gardner
66 Adores
19 Actress Winger
67 Small whirlP,Ool
21 Comic Conway
68 Like claret or
25 No vote
Chablis
26 Cruel brutes
· -29 Nearly round
69 Signs
70 Facility
30 Foster film
71 Few~r
31 "Auld Lang_"
32 Part.of a shoe
DOWN
33 Inclined to be
1 Mutation
' bold
2 French city
34 Square one
3 Dramatist
. 36 Drink for two?
,.
39 Lacking dirt ·
Edward
4 Prepare to dnve 41 Licorice
5 _ J.o~e, CA
. flavoringp
6 Rec1prents of
. 44 Find a new
binding promises . tenant for a .flat
7 Watchful .
46 Tibetan ·beast
8 Innumerable
49 Small sofa ,

See solutions,
page.- 2&

51 Writer Hentoff
53 Valerie Harper
sitcom ·
• 54 Fish by dragging
a net
55 Unearthly
56 Claude of

57
58
.
59
63
64

Hollywood
Sojourns
Capital of
No~ay

Molecule part
Writer Deighton
Use indigo

Classes··
· starting..soon!
· LSAT; ·.classes begin 'Thursday, May 1, 2003
GMAT: Classes begin Wednesday, May 7, 2003
.

,,·;i.

'-.

GRE:--Classes begin Tues_day, May 13, 2 03
MC~T: ·.Classes begin M·onday, May 12, 2003

-·

DAT: C~asse~ begin Wednesday, Jun~ 4, 2003 ·

Call or visit us online _
tod_ay to enroll.
.·.

1-800-KAP~TEST

kaptest.com· ·
: Test n8.nes are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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Get FREE Legal Services

~ -S TUDEN'T
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Eruc STEVENSON I CFF

. Nineteen-year-old Steve Alexander, known to listeners as Stevel Knievel, accompanies Hinckley in a drink of a near-dead.ly beverage.

'Oracle' boasts the largest of the radio station's casts
FROM PAGE· 18

junior Noel BartoccL 21. _
together ~ New . Port Richey,
Bartocci, along with junior . F1orida. They've known each other
- known on-air as Stevel KnieveL "Doctor" Corey Cochran, 21, for over 10 years, and now; with the
consumed a ·Similar shake on a . writes for the show. Cochran also rest of the cast, they ge.t along like
previous show. As the show's handles interaction with the fans . a family.
The show rolls on, with occastllntman, Alexander wears a red, through chat windows on a oomwhite and blue headband, a silver _puter at the back of the studio, sional respites for the DJs, providdollar sign ring on his right hand opposite the main deskwhere Tom ed by rock songs. Some of the
and a vest made_from duct tape, Alexander and Turner man the music and all of the sound effects
the show employs come from Steve
something he says took. him two microphones.
''The Manly Oracle's" public Alexander's personal , laptop,
hours to make while working at
relations dir~tor and 'Tum which he also ·uses to both record
Target.
_ Peering through gold rimmed, Alexander's girlfriend, senior and edit the content of the show.
This work earns him the secbrown-tinted giasses, Steve Melissa Ladonca'., 20, sits next to
Alexander mentions that the Cochran duriilg the show. She· ondary title of show producer. .
Back from .one of few breaks
shake he drank consisted of moldy . manages promotions for the show;
pizza, year-and-a-half old choco- e-mailing fans and trying to get during their two hours on-air,
guests on-air.
late and toothpaste.
Steve Alexander does his pornogThe cast has already inter- raphy review, something he says
Senior Tom Al~der, 21,
Steve's brother, co-founded "The yiewed the voice ol Space Ghost;, even his mom likes. ~
During the review; · with
Manly Oracle" at the start of the from Cartoon Network's Space
Ghost Coast to Coast series. ab.ey Hinckley only. bout a fifth of the
Spring 2002 semester.
· As its host, he says the show's also talked-to Bruoo Campbell, a waythi'ough his pitcher, he loses it.
late night timeslot appropriately horror genre movie star. Laconca.'s
Mucous streams from .his
safeguards the public from their current wish list includes Kevin nose, his chin drips with the conSmith and Carrot-Top.
lowbrow humor.
coction he has slowly choked down
Tonight though, the show and his head leans so close to the
Lowering the --show further into the depths -of tastelessness · focuses on what even Hinckley trash can the cast supplied him
\Vill be a pornographic film review now says Was a mistake. The drink with that his brown paper towel
and a word of the week, harke:Iling sits ready to go, after fighting with bib droops from his collar into the
back to the Saturday morning TV the blender, still too thick to be trash.
show "Pee-Wee's Playhouse," but stirred While it looks like a light
RObbins holds a video camera
brown milkshake, it smells like the in his lap, which he uses to docuwith a twist.
tast week's worQ. was "mas- black speckles of coffee grounds ment this moment. The cast memterbatorium," and upon utterance that make up most of its consisten- bers have compiled almost a
movie's worth of footage from their
listeners were encouraged to take cy.
Tom Alexander and Turner stunts. Steve Alexander says they
a drink Thursday's show included plenty of alcoholic consumption, turn away from their desks and hope to_som~ day make a tape
toward Hinckley. It's time for a ·· irom it alL to help them get expo_
if the listeners paid attention.
Tables and desks line the qrink. .
sure for the show and maybe some
A chant of "Chug! Chug! day get a slot on FM radio or TY.
walls in Knightcast's singie-room
After the gagging, Steve
facility. . Storage, silJdio and pro- Cbug!" rises up in the room, as -.
duction all share this small space. Hinckley lifts the full pitcher to his Alexander forces Hinckley to
The studio fills the front office mouth. He takes a sip, and ·the recite a conciliatory speech and
.ip. a building that otherwise could rooni waits for a reaction. '1\ggb.!" officially declare Stevel Knievel his
be lost in·the shuffle on campus. he says, as brown chunks hang master. Hinckley begr_udgingiy
Just north -of .the Recreation and fiom his lips. One ounoo down, ro recites the speech, and then heads
·
.to a bathroom down the hall to
Wellness Center, "The Manly to gu.
Oracle" ,broadcasts from brick
Stunts on the show do a lot for recover.
.
structure marked with a lain publicity, Tom Alexander says. As
Returning with _a clean face,
black-and-white - sign reailing the stuntman, Steve Alexander~ Hinckley proclaims that he'll stick
'l\ctivities Genter."·
has endured baseball bat beatings, to giving legal advice.
The guys close out the show
- Within its unmarkeµ giass been pelted · with eggs on
doors, a cast of about eight char- Halloween,. pretended to lose by poking fun-at the many targets
acters put on this weekly circus. . bowel control ill a Wendy's and of their jokes, in what they call
Other members· include· ·co-host suffered three concussions.
· ''The we ar~ not sorry to IiSt."
junior Evan Turner, 21, and junior
Though his stunts are Tonight, they're not sorry to the
- "Special" Mike 'Robbins, 21.
Jackass-like, he insists .that none Irish, psychic pizzerias, the word
Not only.does the_show have- have ~n- attempted on the .popu- "classic,~ the French, Muslims ana
-· the 'biggest ca8t of the 40 or so. lar 'IV show-hm;J.ed-movie; and he a number of tenuously·connected
timeslots on_ Knightcast, Tom. always Checks to be sure before he subjects.
Alexander ciaims it also has the 'performs anew one.
Though they stretch the rules
higtiest ratings, "'.iili about 40 regA pre-recorded sJretch about for cast size; the shOw prides itself
ular listeners.
a psychic pizza delivery group . onhandlingtheresponsibilitywell.
For Int~rnet- radio, Tom - plays on-air. To prepare-for the They clean up their messes, start
Alexander says, .this is phenome- show each week, the cast holds up the overnight play list and fil.!l
nal.
several meetings, Where ~eywrite out, just at the stroke of midnight.
. · "Se ·you're fe~ling a little- and record.
= The studio goes dark, ready
queeey already, are ya?" · Tom
Even when. they're not all tor an undoubtedly tam.er show for
Alexa.rider says to Hinckley, as he -together, Tom Alexander say8, students to wake up to in the .-.
prepares the nearly toxic beverage · member8 of the show constantly morning.
he'll soon conslli1J_e.
hang around· with each other,
Complementilig the live ban- bouncing ideas around.
ter between Alexander and . Fbur-of the show's cast mem-'
'I'urn,er are regular entertainment .bers,- Tom and Steve Alexander,
reviews by Steve Alexander and· Cochran and ~er, grew up

nI

·L EGAL
SERVICES

Problems with?

Need help -with?

• Landlords
• Name change
• Divorce
• Police

•A will

c

• Insurance
• Contracts
• Notary

<:

Student Legal Service; provides students with assistance
in selected areas o.f law such as landlord/tenan:t,
.
consumer, chapter 71ankruptcy, criminal, traffic~ &
uncontested dissolutions. Qualified students can receive
consultation and representation free -of charge.

http.;//pegasus.cc. ucf .edu/ ~ stq}egal
For informilt ion or iln i1ppointmcnl
ca ll 8 23-2538 or visil Studenl l(esource Center l(oom 155
;\lomlily - Fri(lily 8i1m-5pm
Fu11Llel!

l,y Acli \' il~·

f_,.; Sen· iL'L' F el' tlm1 us l1 tl1 c St ll(IL'll l

. ~er

l--;,,,-[

,\,.,-n,·i,il irn1

.Dr. Mar-iann L. Tucker
Optometrist

891 N. Alofoyo -Trail

INSIDE THE NEW

407-382-2648

f1iENSCRAFTERS. _
at Waterford Lakes

~·I

•

J
,

I

Comp.lete :

1,
1

'

Includes

·,1

exam, flttJng,

1
I

I

7 palrs.,follow

ll
u~soWtlon ~ ~
1 Cannot combine w/other discounts. Exp. 5/31/03 11 .cannot cOmbine w/other discounts. r..m' 5/31/03 .~
• - _ .. _ - -

- - - - - .. -~. -
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25¢ Wings 6-7:30 p.m. Mondays!

Happy Hour
5".8 ·p.m. Fridays -and Saturdays!
$1 Domestic lfeers and 2-for 1 Wells

Pool Tables, Dart Boards, and
. Full Liquor ·ear

_ _..;m - - • .
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CSULB students turned music

hangout-into study lounge
stressful portion of the semester, some are turning towards
The UCF Student Union, .their respective CD collections.
while it could certainly be con- .
· "Instead of drinking .coffee
sidered "loud," is not a source of and Mountain Dew by the galmusical noise, but rather a fran- lon, the right music will help me
tic intermingling of different stay awake and study long-er,"
conversations:
said sophomore Mike Warren,
But there is at least one col- 19. "~ extreme ceases you do
leg-e that has embraced - or · what you've got to, but a good
stumbled upon - a similar idea. CD can take the edg-e off."
California State University
While many students
at Long Beach ill an effort to endorse and enjoy listening to
invigorate the student experi- music while they study, it's still
ence, added a lounge for stu- not the .most effective method
dents to listen to music that is for everyone.
requested and played by a DJ.
"I g-et distracted way too
Originally intended as a easily, especially if there's a lot
hangout, the music loung-e has of background noise fr.!Lm a teleturned into more of a study hall . vision · or stereo," said junior
since its inception. Students at Tara Hannigan, 23.
CSULB can even rent CDs 'from
"Yeah, I start singing and
the DJ's catalog and listen to lose focus," said 24-year-old
them in privat€ study rooms ~enior Danielle Flint, agreeing
that come - compl~te .with with Hamiigan. "I need a quite
portable - CD players. To help enVironment to reaily concenpay for the added cost of the trate and learn something."
loUI).g-e, CSULB charges a small
Both in his research and
fee for both the requests and the · his book, Campbell makes
CD rentals.
allowances for people with vary"I'd definitely go [to a musi- ing study habits. He claims that
cal loung-e] if UCF had a plaee everyone is capable of determinlike that on campus," said fresh- ing their own optimum methods
man Ryan Veres, 18. "I have to for l~arning, and he avoids makstudy during the breaks ing blanket statements about
between my classes, so I might what is best for everyone.
as well be entertained while I do
His focus is how listening to
music 'is a larg-e part of the
With finals approaching human condition, and not necfast and students look:fug to essarily the academic distrac- ,
gain an advantage on the most tion it was once believed to be.
FROM PAGE 18
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, Being a Youth
Co~selor at an EckeJ;d wilderness

camp

is ,~an ~trC!_<?;.qJ.ngy_laree'r-building,
- --- : ·-·-·-'""'""•" "'"'""
ife-changing experience. If you ·have

~ Patience,

dedication, guts, and have .. .,.. _.· . ,_.,.

... --~r.ience workin9 wi ~ children . (or _~ .
· keen desire to learn) we'd like to talk
with you·, Are you ready?
For detai ls and to apply on-line, •
,... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,·-.- - - - -

llillll

,

Recrui ting Dept.
1-800-222-1473.

Label representatives find-young.
musicians more marketable
in their twenties have the energy
. to make it in the music blisiness.
Devra Wright, a representa- ''Young bands just want to play
tive from RCA Records with all the time, but · some older
seven years experience in the bands don't have the drive· to
music industry, agrees with the play because they are burned
importance of watching a band's out," she said.
performance on stage.
A concern of many break"The first thing that draws ing bands is originality. With
me to a band is the music and music too · extrem~ to fit into a
how the songs affect me," she rotation on mainstream radio,
said. "The live show is important some artists wonder if their erebecause they have to be able to . ative sound will hinder label
deliver the music in-a way that interest.
.
. will captivate the audience."
But many music scouts
·
While a spellbound audi- agree that they come to the FMF
ence is a key ingredient to an to find groups with a more
entertaining rock show, not all youthful, cutting edge sound.
"Mostly, OrlaRdQ is known
music industry soouts trust the
crowd's reaction in a competi- for its pop boy and girl bands,
tive festival environment.
· such as *NSYNC and the
Michele Oakes, a represen- Backstreet Boys," Wright said.
tative from the larg-est independ- "That is why the FMF is being
ent label in the country, TVI' put on, to demonstrate that
Records, does not rely on audi- there is good music in the south·
ence reaction to determine tal- east region."
ent:
Wright says that the music
"Most of these conferences industry's tastes have chang'ed
are filled up with industry p~ over the past few years.
"Originally when I first
ple," he said. ''And they would
not respond differently to a good started [scouting music talent], I
song or bad song because they probably would have said I was
do not want to show their cards loo}ting .for pop-rock acts, but
to other industry people." .
now I would say punk and emo,"
_
Besides the performance of she said.
Regardless of g-enre names,
quality songs, another factor .
contnlmtes to the making of a money, not music, seems to be
star. Now, more than-ever, youth the decidirig factor for label repis a precious commodity in the resentatives.
They are looking for groups
· realm of rock, and roll.
"[Music is] a young per- wifh the most potential investson's business," Robertson said. · ments for their company and are
Because of marketability, not willing to take many chances
~bertson prefers to have a - when it comes to signing a band.
"I am not looking for the
bend of musicians in their teens
to early twenties. "This way, you band that is going to sell huncan have a .long career with dreds of thousands of records, I
them if they are a hit act," he am looking for ·the group that
will go on to sell millions;"
said.
Wright says that musicians Robertson said.
FROM PAGE 18

" A LandAmerica· Agent
pre~umts .

Ori a ndo· Jnternati on at Fringe F estiv,·a r·. ·
.
·May 16-,2 5
.
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200FoRSALB
250 AuroM01'll'B
300 FOR JlJJNr
325HOMES
350 ROOMMATES
400 SERJ'ICES

50() ON CAMP11s
550 EVEN7'S
600 GR.EEK LIFE
700MISC
7J0 TRAVEL
800 llELIGION

336i Rouse Rd., Suite 115
Orlando, FL 32817

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):

$9 per wk
·$8 per wk
24 Issues-(12 weeks): $7perwk
Bolding:
$1 per·wk
$1 per wk
Large Headline:

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue ·
5 p .m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds @UC~ture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115
(Univ. .& Rouse behind Hesi;;· & Chik.-ffiA)

Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

/'

407-447-4555 • dassifleds@IJCTfuture.com ,

IIliiJ HELP WANTED IIiiiJ HELP WANTED IIiiiJ HELP WANTED IIiiiJ HELP WANTED
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided. ·
No experience needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
· hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney·'areas. Call 407-841-7275 ·
MQn-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.
3 sales people needed to sell roses
dtwn :08, GOwboys, .The Why Not,
and more! Thurs, Fri , Sat 1Op-2a.
Nice smile, reliable car, at least 18.
$10-$30/av per hour. Join our Team!
Call Ros_es by Renee 407-681-3612

Valet Parking Attendants Needed
Immediate openings! Locations
throughout Orlando area,
flexschedules, FT/PT avail,
for great pay and great opp call
407-971-9131

****SALES PRO'S WANTED****
*Up to $1600 per week
*Inbound Vacation Calls
*700+ Incoming Calls Per Day
*Highest Commission in Town .
(1-10 = $25 x 10 = $250)
(11-16 = $30 x 16 = $480)
(17-24 = $35 x 24 = $840)
(25+ $40 x 25 $1000)
*Day and Evening S~ifts Available ..
*High Energy and Fun Working
Environment
*flexible part hours avail.
*CALL TODAY!! 407-323-5876

=

=

TeleSolutions is looking for part
time employees! You must be
dependable, articulate, honest, ·
and able to handle production goals.
TeleSolutions is located on a bus .
llne at 436 &. Old Cheney Road, near
Hyvy 50. Call our Hiring Hot Line:
407-5S1-3777 ext 137
.

ACCESS TO PC?
$250+ per week Part Time
Local Interview
Ms. Anderson
Call 407-249~7998

Christian Pre-School afternoon.
teachers needed for:
Union Park Christian Sehool
10301 East Colonial .Or., Orlando.
If you love children and the Lord please
call 407-282-0551.
·YMCA Camp McCor:mell seeking
Summer Resident Camp Staff.
Summer contracts of 5-10 weeks avail.
Appiicants must be able to live on camp
for summer. Several Positions offered .
Salaries + meals, housing
Call 800-232-9622'
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, Naples,
Maine, TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls,
Poland,- Maine. Noted for picturesque
lakefront locations and exceptional
facilities. Mid-June thru mid-August.
Over 100 counselor positions in tennis,
bas eball, basketball , soccer, lacrosse,
golf, flag football , roller hockey, field
hockey, swimming, sailing, water skiing,
gymnastics, dance, horseback riding,
archery, weight training, newspaper, .
photography, video, woodworking,_
ceramics/pottery, crafts; fine arts, silver
jewelry, copper enamel, nature study,
radio/electronics, theater, costumer,
piano acc_ompanist, music
instrumentalist, backpacking, rock
climbing, canoeing/kayaking, ropes
course, secretarial, nanny. Call Takaj0
at 800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake at
800-997-4347. Submit application
on-line at www.takajo.com or
www.tripplakecamp.com.

Customer Service Reps PfT
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a pl'us. Must be able to type
@ ample speed. Locatect near
Orlando Int Airport. Flexible
Schedule + great pay. AM/PM
positions available. Call
407-243-6.150 x 2118.

Work from home selling quality
vacation pkgs. All you need is high
speed internet access, live within
local calling distance from UCF
and PC Windows. Very comp.
commissions and bonuses + paid
training. Fax resume to
407-669-1768 or e-mail

DO YOU WANT A COOL JOB?

or call 407-658-8285 x 15:

Varsity Marketing Group seeks .
current college students to work as
PfT reps to seJI promotiona·I items
r
on/around the campus.
Post-graduate opportunities
avail. Motivated Reps ca11 earn a
commission of $2.00-$800 wkly.
Send your resume-·to
Tikisha@varsitymarketing.com.

The HealthCare Crisis Means
Opportunity for YOU.
Uncapped Commissions & Bonuses.
Company-wide Revenue Sharing.
Call Now! 407-786-8119

"Connect ·with the·best!
Sprint PCSMaltlanil
and Spherion
"' ·
· · ffL ··
mbound I Outbound CSR aiid Sales
Great £~mmissions

To;p Producers Should Earn,$5~K+

Full time or Part time. Commission
and bonuses, Serious people only call
888-701-9209.

Job Opportunity For Fall 2003
Are you a beauty junkie? Are y~ur friends even bigger bea.uty junkies?
Are you looking for ways t o make extra cash and learn new marketing skills?
Then it's time for you· to meet mark., the hot new beauty line from Avon
created especially for today's young w omen. We are looking for t wo young,
outgoing, female students to represent mark. on your campus.
If selected you'll be one of only 100 Campus Ambassadors natio~wide .
Here's what's required i f you're interested in working with l'.ll.ark.
•Host a series of parties, paid by mark., to introduce the .b rand.
• Distribute product samples and promotional materials on campus.
•Sell mark. products tp your fellow students on campus.
• Take part in an all expense paid, two-day off-site training session for you
and your f ellow Cam.pus Ambassadors, where we 'll teach you about the
mark. brand and business.
If y ou're excit:ed b y t:he idea of putt ing your

entre p r eneurial and b e auty skills to work,
send us y our resume:
AMP Agency
Carole Martell
-e -m ail: m a r k. hiring@ampage ncy. com
fax: 617 .7 23. 2188
1

Deadline for all applications is Friday, April 18, 2003.

$800 weekly guaranteed for stuffing
envelopes. Send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to
Scarab Marketing
28 East Jackson,
10th Floor, Suite 938
Chicago, IL 60604

(401) 862-8186
www.worklorsludenls.com
ATTENTION CRAFT LOVERS:
Assemble Nifty Craft Products - FT/PT ·Earn $50 to $300 per week. Call today
start tomorrow. Se Habla Espanol.
Call 813-681-7837 today!
Sam - 6pm & Ask for Connie

CIVIL .ENGINEERING
PAID INTERNSHIP!
Asst Project Manager - Kimmins
Contracting - A Tampa Underground
Utilities/Site Development Contractor.
Contact J . Lyons@ 813-248-3878,
JLyons@kimmins.com

***MODELS NEEDED***
No Experience Necessary!
Work From Home!
GET PAID NOW!
407-325-8136

MOTHER'S HELPER .
3 yr. old and 8 mci. old in Altamonte
Springs area. Laundry and light
housekeeping. Early childhood edu.
major preferred. Exp. necessary.
References .req.
Contact@ 407-522-9803.

Swim Instructors wanted to teach
summer swim classes FIT, PfT
$10.50-$12.50/hr +bonuses.
Come wbrk for Sharks & Minnows
and change the quality ~f a child's
life. Call 407-699-1992

Inside Sales

TELESALES PfT M-F 5:30-10:30 PM
. make $6-$14/hr easy. Relaxed
environment. Exp. preferred. Leave
message before 5 P.M. otherwise
call 407-6n-4560 after 5 PM.

• PT/R
• Scholarships/Co-ops
• Flexible Schedules
• Customer Service/ Sales

Nationwide Campaign

Church Musician needed for
Presbyterian Congregation who
appr.s.ciates classical and traditional
sacred music. Generous compensation
for 2 days/week, including dual Sunday
services.
Send resume to: P.O. Drawer 1069
Dunnellon, FL 34430
Or call ~52-489-2682 to inquire. ·

Major Communications Co.
Launching New Service
Untapped Market!
Work from home
Call 1-888-944-5117.

***Internet Marketing*** .

$14.00 Base/APPi.

ett-etouran~travel.com

NEED MORE MONEY!?!

Innovative Software. Company seeks
high energy people for inside sales
positions. Sell Internet Banking
Software and more to Banks and Credit
Unions througho!Jt the country. No exp
necessary. FT or PT with Flex Hours
available. Great Pay with growth
opportunities for a great career. To
· learn more go to www.yourmsr.com or
send resume to hr@w-w-i-s.com.

STUDENT WORK

COUNSELORS
(SUMMER CAMP)
5-day & 6-day. sessions.
24-hour positio.ns working with
disadvantaged youth. FloridaSheriffs
Youth Camp,
·
Call (386) 749-9999.t*EOE/DFWP*

www.sh~rksandminnows.net

WORKERS NEEDED
Assemble crafts, wood items.
Materials provided. To $480+ wk.
Free information pkg. 24 hr.
801-428-4747

Bartenders needed
1-800-214-TEND (8363)
www.professionalbartending.com

SUMMER JOBS!!
..SEVEN WEEKS
*$2100
*ROOM AND BOARD INCLUDED
*CO-ED CAMP
GET PAID TO PLAYJ!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer
Camp Counselors ages 18 and up.
FEYC is an overnight camp located
off of highway 450 in Umatilla,
Florida. The camp runs from
June 9-July 26. Please contact
l(rys Ragland at' 1-800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-669-9443 ext 251.
ENTERPRISE
Seeking success oriented individuals
to fill. Entry-Level
Sales/Marketing/Management
positions In the Central Florida area.
4 year ColJege degree with a good
driving record is req. Sales and .
customer' service exp. a plus. Fax
resume to: 407-670-1744 EOE
Assistant Needed: Female in Wheel
Chair needs assistance for daily living
·activities. Various Hours~ Good Pay.
Must be very dependable, some light
lifting required. Call Karyn @
407-835-8190.

Telephone Pros. State of the art new
call center. HUGE commissions, with
ben,efits. Get in on ground level. Fresh
leads and lists. FT/PT, spanish a+.
Earn $600-$1000 weekly for FT.
Gr~at career opportunity.
407.:937-0108 x 205.

Swimming Instructors Needed.
$20/hour and up. Set your 9wn
schedule. Must be certified. Call Sharon
@ 407-679-4299 or visit us online @
www.swim2u.com.

SPEAKERS AND TRAINERS
NEEDED!!

Part Time Leasing Position Available in
Sanford Apartment Community.
Weekends OnJy.
Pleas~ Call 407-322-59!55

Call. Ms Baryla 321-269-3305.
Mom's helper needed. PT·in my WP
home, 15 mins from UCF. 1 year old
twins and newborn .due in July. Flex.
schedule. Average 10hrs/week now,
more after July. Call Monica
407-475-9951..

Photographer Assistants Needed
Bob Knight Photo is currently hiring PIT .
Photographer assistants for local
graduations. $35 per event. Must own a
business suit, and have a conservative
appearance. Mandatory training on April
24th @ 5:30pm. All applicants must be
available to work PIT April - June.
Check out our web .sire
· www.bobknightphoto.com
Qualified applicants call Rick @,
407-328-9574

EARN GREAT·PAY ·

~t
:~er
Magazines

PfT position near_UCF to do various
duties such as doing bulk mail, data
entry, answering phones, filing, and
website maintenance if possible.
Please e-mail response to:
Realtcncharlotte@earthlink.net

•

-AND BEN&l l·S

.•

..,_..

•

•

'"!"'

Seeking "individuals to work in an upbeat environment. ·
Telephone skins a must., ·

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. ·2961

or apply at 61 SA He~ridon Ave., Orlandor FL 32803.
, High School Diploma or equivalent required.
. (We will ~moving to a new facility next to UCF this summer)

"i
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Im!] HELP WANTED
Get Paid for Working Out
Build your body and your bank account.
· Local franchise, Two Men and a Truck ·
is looking for both FT and PT team
members to move residential and commercial customers. Must be neat in
appearance, have Clean driving record,
strong work ethic, and excellent
customer service skills. We offer
excellent wages + tips, and bonuses.
Talk to us about our "Stay The
Summer'' incentive program. Utt the
- phone and call us today! 407-852-0925
We are located .west of the airport at
2907 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.
PT person needed immediately to work
with a naturolpathic doctor. Computer
and writing skills nE;)cessary. Duties may
vary: · ~all Lisa at 407-897-3435.

*AQUATIC WEED FIELD
TECH NEEDED!* ·
GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY!!!
GROW WITH THE COMPANY!!!
Locally based Lake Mgmt. Company
is seeking employees to fill the needs
of a rapidly growing business. A basic
understanding of aquatic-plants
. is important.
No experience is necessary. Enjoy a
relaxed working atmosphere.
APPLICANTS SHOULD FEEL
COMFORTABLE
OPERATING ATV'S AND BOATS.
Please send resume to:
AQUATIC MANAGEMENT
STRATEGIES INC.
210 N. Goldenrod Road, Suite 15
Orlando, ·FL 32807
_ph: 407-207-5959 '
Busy Nature's Table Cafe in UCF area
hiring friendly, clean cut employees able
to work well under pressure. Positive
Attitude a must! Need 20+ hrs per
week. No Sundays. 407-514-6999.
3 Travel Coordinators Needed
High Pay, Easy hours, Stress Free.
Benefi!s. 407-383-1631
MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER
Permanent PIT positions at
Winter Park office. Mostly evening
hours ·5.9 pm. Occ. 9 am - 1 pm.
About 16-20h-rsJwk. Flexible
scheduling. $7 - $7.50/hr to start.
NEVER SALES/Research Only. Call
Donna at 407:-671-7143.

EE

FOR SALE

flE AUTOMOTIVE ml

FoRRENT

1995 Isuzu Rodeo For Sale
Only 57,000 miles
Sun Roof, New. lires, Dark Green
In Great Condition! Only $5800/obo
407-649-8868

NS wanted for room in 3bd/2bth
NEW HOME. Only $400 + 1/2 util.
Only 5 mins from UCF in Regency
Park. Pool, computer, Cable, phone,
nice.furniture. Call 407-207-6320

2001 Town and Country Chrysler Van.
Excellent cond./all .ele'ctric w/alarm.
Extended warranty-70,000 miles.
CD/cassette/radio. $13,500.
· 407-421-6265 .or 4()7-359-9297.

House for Rent
Beautiful Waterford lakes home. 4
bd/ 3ba with pool and 3 car garage.
Available Immediately. $1500/mo.
Contact Ramon @321-377-5803.

1997 Saturn SC-1
Dark Blue coupe in Excellent Condition!
Near Campus!
Auto, A/C, CC, lilt, 66k
. Only $6,500! Call 407-366-4153

Room avail. for M in 3bed/2bath
house. 6 miles from UCF. Clean,
quiet; responsible and liberal please ..
N/S or pets. $325/mnth + util. Call
Paul 407-681-3939. Pis. leave msg.

a

FoRRENT

**GREAT SUBLEASE @
. BOARDWALK**
Avail. May 1-July 31 ! .8 of a mile from
UCF. FREE shuttle avail. Large ~rivate
Bd & Bth. Fully furn. W/D incl. Rent=
$475/mnth obo. Incl. util., ethern_et, and
cable tv with HBO. Call Molly @
407-497-0000 or e-mail .
MHB1006@hotmail.com.
2bed/2bath condo. 1/2 mile from.
UCF in Hunter's Reserve. Water &
Appliances -incl. Can be furnished.
$800/mnth. Avail immed. ·
Call 407-222-3488.
Brand new 4bed/2bath home in
Waterford Lakes. Quiet neigh.
All appl. incl. except W/D. $450/mnth.
per person. Call RE/MAX at
I
407•657•8645.

• 1 & 2 bedroom floor plans
• Two Months Free Rent for
· Immediate Move-in!
• Summer Wait List Specials
(June, July & August)
• Mention this-ad and we'll
waive your ~p,lication fee
Heather Glen

Apartments

407-657-0011

_=_
CffOllTUl9TT

ROOM AVAIL BY UCF. $400_INCL.
ALL UTIL. FURNISHED WITFfiBED.
HOUSE HAS WASHER, QRYER,
POOL TABLE, BIG SCREEN TV.
ACCESS TO POOL AND
VOLLEYBALL COURT. FEMALES
ONLY. CALL PAUL 407-468-3161.

Waterford/UCF Area - Newer 3/2 or 412
· homes over looking private wooded
·area. 2-car garage. A!I the upgrades
with comm. pool! From $1,290.
Super nice! 407-833-0063.

!!Great sublease available!!
Fully furnishedf All utilities included.
Call Bamsey Richmond 407-926-5485.
Summer sublease avail. $400/mo
obo. Fully furnished. All util. incl. 5
mins from UCF. Personal bathroom,
phone line, and ethernet connection.
Shreya 407-313-3726.

**SUMMER_ SUBLEASE DEAL**

Room avail @ College Station.
All util. incl. W/D, fully furnished,
ethernet, cable TV w/ HBO. ONLY
·$460/mnth. Call 407-313-2445.
2 rooms for rent in 4/2 house by Lake
Howell HS, 15 min from UCF$475/month-inclds rent, power, water,
cable, phone, DSL internet, & lawn
service. Avail 511/03. House furn, bdrms
not. Females ohly. NO PETS. Call
Jennifer-(~)407-677-4782 or
· (c)407:923-1484
Mature Male or Female Roommate
wanted to share 212 apartment in
Waterford Lakes for summer term
(June 1 -Aug 31). W/D in unit, pool.
Only $4~0/mo + 1/2 util.
Call Ann Marie 407-207-8941

Miss Living At Home?
Rent One!!
Huge 3 and 4 bd. homes near UCF.
Call for details; 407-521-8248.
Durek Real Estate Investments.

Sublease in Northgate Lakes Apt. avail.
asap. 4 bed/2 bath. All util. incl.
$300/mnth. Call Sarah at 850-543-3352
or e-mail Skloyd@aol.com.

Room or house to share/ with a lady/
we offer low rate. Lake Mary/Sanford
area, 15 min. from UCF. 407-330-3511

.~5-Gallon Flat-Back Hex-Front Salt
'.Water Fish Tank. Includes Black
wooden canopy & black stand. Also
comes with wet-dry pump. Asking
· $27_5/obo. Call Tom 954-993-3387

flE AUTOMOTIVE
.

-

J! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES!! .
Attention 'all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic own1ers! Need quality
auto repair/mainter:iance, etc?
Don't delay, call
THE AUTO GENERAL 407-399-7514.
ASE ·certified* and beats most
independent shop rates! ·

F needed for May .1st-July 31st for The
Village at Science Drive. UCF area. ·
Gatea complex. All am:en. incl.
$480/mo. Robyn 407-313-9550.
Room avail. for Female in Northgate
. Lakes, across from UCF. Fully furn. ·
4bd/4bth, all util. incl. $399/mo. 5/1/03
to 8/4/03 w/ option of renting for next
year. Call Kristina @ 941-685-3457.

RETAIL

*FREE ONLINE MIXES*
Visit www.djcarl.com to hear
hip hop, dance, trance, BO's
. retro, . disco, oldschool funk,
and latin music on your PC.
E-mail DJ Carl for a FREE CD!
Call for info: 407.306.8010.

M'ARY KAY®

Beauty and Brains
From gorgeous makeup to breakthrough skin care. Feel.good fragrances to sc.i entifically advanced formulas.
Mary Kay has all you need to look great and live smart.
Spring Fever! Sweepstakes enter to win a Saab 9-3
Convertible on my website.

JENNIFER 1-lAsSANI
INDEPENDENT BEAUlY CONSULTANT

www.marykay .com/jhassan i
407.281.9918
Call me for a .E,Bg Pampering Session & Gla;,,our Makeover
Mention this ad for a 15% discount off your 1st order

Perform Better! School,
Sports or ~ex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials ·
. NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 0945
Herbal life Independent Distributor.
LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
Ask me how?
clbjhbl@yahoo.com or 407-921-0738.

Safe and effective weight loss!

rm

TRAVEL

Summer Sublease!
May 31st - Jl!IY 31st. $425/mo., all util.
incl. in 4bd/2ba furnished apartment at
Pegasus Point. Call 407-926-2758
·or email frangieOO@yahoo .com.

Im

HOMES

ROOMS FOR REN:r IN HOME!
3 M/F wanted for HUGE 6BR/4Bth
house in Waterford Lks East, fully
furnished w/ empty rooms, hi-speed
internet, walk-in closets, gated
comm., on a lake, rent equal to an
apt., Best bank for Buck at UCF!I
call Tony@ 407-701-8669

NEW HOMES FOR RENT
4bd/2bth n.ew homes in UCF area
for rent $1095 to $1295. Call
407-629-6330 or www.O~LRent.com 
to vi.e w our rentals.
RE/MAX 200 Realty.

mJ

SERVICES

How do you remember your friends?
With pictures? Graduation Is
coming soon. Get pro results,
without the cost. Visit:
www.BlueEyesPhotography.com

Less than 15 mins from UCF. Only
$400 + 1/3 util. Incl. cable, w/d, high
speed internet. Must be non~smoker.
Call 407-247-6152

***Summer Sublease***

El

Private bed· and bath on 2nd floor of 3/2
home. Garage parking. No smoking.
5 min. from UCF. All util. & fastest.
internet incl. $375/mnth. Female only.
Call 407-977-6750.

"Room avail ASAP in 3/2 Home!

4bd/4bth @ Pegasus Landing. Free
UCF shuttle. Fully furnished. All util. incl. HUGE bed/bath with W/D. Cable
+HBO. 3 pools and more. '$480 each
room. Call Lauren @ 407-362-4922 and
321-277-7890.
'

· · Auto Accident Dr.'s Mobile Rehab.
On or off campus. Always o·n .call
24n. D.C. Physicians. 407-207-7147.

M looking for M/F roommate
15 min -UCF/ 5 min Valencia
$350/mo + 1/2 util. Unfrnshd~ bdrm.
1yr lease. Jul. or Aug. move-ir.i.
Call Dave @ 321-235--8731 or
E-mail @ radzo69@yahoo.com.

Permanent weight loss, low cost,
. satisfaction guaranteed. Advocare
jndependent distributor. 407-381-4800.

High Caffeine Coffee!
Get the edge! THE coffee for Finals,
Midterms, tests, reports. Z-COFFEE
Corporation. To order:
WWW.Z-C917FEE.COM
or 1-800-828-4064

w/

2 ROOMMATES WANTED! M/F,
NON-SMOKER. 3BD/2BTH HOUSE.
10 MIN. FROM UCF. FURN. ROOMS
OPTIONAL. EVERYTHING INCL. IN
RENT. $450/MNTH. STEFF @
407-971-9245. '

Female Wanted to Sublease Room in
Pegasus Landing for Summer Term .
Priv Bed/Bath avail May 1 to July 31. Call Pamela 407-362-3279.

ROCKET FUEL COFFEE

For,Sale: Dining Room Table
4
Chairs, Sofa, Two Chairs; Two End,
Tables, Coffee Table, Queen Bed
(H~ad Board, Mattress & Box Spring) , Dresser w/ Mirror, Bed Stands Just
$700! Corner Computer Desk w/ hutch
& book shelf only $150! Must pick .
up Monday May 5. ·
},
Call 407-671-2065

Room in beautiful HOME, secluded,
quiet, car port, kitchen privileges,
$325/mo. Security $100. Quiet for
study, 5 mi11s from UCF.
407-673-0715 (leave message)
or cell: 407-948-2649.

May/June/July. Priv. bathroom, 5 min
from .UCF, W/D, incl. cable and ll]uch
more! Actual rent $415, you pay only
$350!!! Call Olaf @ 407-701-9666
or olaf@beyme.com.

Female roommates· wanted. For 4/3
house close to UCF. Non-smoker and
no pets·. $500/mo, utilities, internet &
cable included. Call Angie
407-366-4035 or 954-494-8659

TWO ROOMS AVAIL.
F.OR SUBLEASE

M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in
·new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
lnclu utll, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461~5101 or 239-633-9400.

Res4mes Cover Letters
$29.95 each or $49.95 for both.
. written by HR pro. No form letters.
Call 407-268-4734 or email:
resumeservices@cfl.rr.com

P~gasus Pointe. ONLY $425/mo OBO.

2002 Yamaha Virago 250.
Mint condition, Under 200 miles.
·only $2600 obo.
2002 Malaguli Motor S.cooter.
Under 100 miles. $2100 obo.
Call Wayne 40~-645-1728

Beige Couch (sofa bed) and Love Seat
for sale! l.n good condifon!
Only $75 for the set!
_Please Call 321~436-8176 or
· 863-277-1116 Today!

Male/female roommate wanted for
furnished and remodeled 2bd/1 ba. ·
$350/month + util. No lease. Contact
Dennis@ 407-592-1201

I

Roommates wanted to rent in 4bd/2ba,
· pool, cable modem.and cable t.V.
Located 3 mi. from UCF through back
roads. $425 INCLUDES ALL!!!
Contact Ken @ 407-658-7904

and NOT
just
on line

L o n d o n ...... $;3 6 3
Paris ... ·....... $418
·· Mad.r id ........ $551
l

Fare is roundtrip from Orlando. Subject to change and availability. Tax not
· includec;l. Restrictions and blackouts apply.

Individual Leases
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